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love's labour's lost' takes to
the stage as part of GVSU's
Shakespeare Festival

Michigan native, writer David
Means visits GVSU to read
selections from his books

Volleyball claims two more GlIAC
victories, retaining its No. 1
conference rank
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West
Michigan
explores
alternative
fuel options

GV faculty
members
debate use
of Web site
By Michelle Hamilton
GVL Staff Writer

By Brandon Hubbard

Some of Grand Valley State
University’s writing department
faculty have voiced concerns about
the proper use of the paper-screening
Web site Tumitin.com.
A few writing professors are
actively blogging their criticisms
regarding
Tumitin.com
on
Kairosnews.org. a scholarly Web
log.
Along
with
other
writing
colleagues and a Tumitin.com
executive. GVSU writing professor
Charlie
Lowe participated
in
discussions about the practice of
using plagiarism detection programs,
including the one offered by Tumitin.
com.
Lowe said one of his main
concerns is making sure the
intellectual property rights of
students are protected.
"We need to look at how it serves
the students to have copies of their
papers saved on this database.” Lowe
said. “Concerns about plagiarism
are understandable, but the focus
should be on learning and serving
the educational experience of the
students.”
Susan Korzinek. director of
Information Technology at GVSU.
said although Tumitin.com stores
a copy of each paper it scans, the
students still retain their intellectual
property rights. Opting to send a
paper through the database without
saving a copy would defeat the
purpose of expanding the database,
she explained.
“I would hope that faculty
members are having discussions with
their students about using Tumitin as
a tool for learning how to cite and
paraphrase properly." Korzinek said
See Tumitin, A2

GVl .Assistant News Editor

choice for location and a "prime real
estate entity.” The investment company,
which also operates the adjacent Burger
King, originally approved the plans for
the site in September 2002. then revised
them in March 2006. according to
Allendale Township records.
Intenor work on the restaurant, as
well as the completion of the parking lot
and landscaping, is expected to begin in
the next few weeks. Johnroe said.
Johnroe said he expects the sandw ich
shop to open in late November, while
additional businesses may open near the
end of the year.
“We are pleased with what the
location has to offer." Johnnie said.
Managers of the franchise hope the
restaurant will expand student services

In a June 20 report by the Energy
Information Administration. America
will continue or increase its current
level of energy consumption for the
next 30 years.
This being so. West Michigan
researchers and companies are trying
to find an alternative to oil.
“There is the matter of replacement
— pure and simple." said Myron
Mast, a professor in the Grand Valley
State University School of Public
and Nonprofit Administration and
researcher of energy and gasoline.
Main concerns are how much
alternative fuel would cost to produce
and what is its efficiency would be.
Mast said.
If America used all of the com
produced in the United States for
ethanol, it would replace less than
10 percent of the gasoline used.
Mast said. Synthetic gas from coal
is even less effective, he added. Fuel
produced by sugar cane takes 13
units to perform for every one needed
when gas is used, he explained
The most recently applied
advances in alternative energy has
been with biodiesel.
Biodiesel counteracts vegetable
oils or animal fats with alcohol to
produce methyl esters, which are then
able to be used as energy, according
to the Alternative Fuels Data Center
maintained by the U.S. Department
of Energy.
Beginning this month, all diesel
sold by Crystal Rash Energy, a
corporation
producing
energyrelated products and services, will be
blended with 5 percent soy biodiesel,
said Tom Fehsenfeld. president of
Crystal Rash.
“We (Crystal Rash) have a
commitment to make all of our fuel
30 percent biodiesel within five
years.” Fehsenfeld said.
According to the statistics given
in a Crystal Rash press release
Thursday, for every single unit of
energy used to create biodiesel. 3.2
units of energy are yielded.
GVSU now uses a 99 percent
blend of biodiesel for its aquatic
research vessels, which is less
impacting and polluting to the water.
Fehsenfeld said.
The Michigan Alternative and
Renewable Energy Center in West
Michigan is also making progress in
the fields of biodiesel and fuel cells.
"Renewable energy based on
methane from biomass is planned
and will be demonstrated as an
operational model for our state and
nation.” said I mad Mahawili. the
executive director of MAREC. in a
public address on the center’s Web
site.

See Jimmy John's, A2

See Fuel, A2
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Crafts for sale: GVSU alumnus Chris Schaefer displays his metal working creations in an attempt to sell them at the Eastown Street Fair m Grand Rapids
on Saturday Inset: Despite the ram. Rowan O Dougharty (left) and Ruth Mulder of City Knitting, a knitting shop based in Grand Rapids participated m the
fair’s events

GR fair delivers despite
weather complications
Eastown Street Fair
alters many of its events
due to storms during
Saturday’s festivities
By Dustin Walsh

GVl Stqff Writer
The 28th installment of the Eastown
Street Fair maintained an entertaining
all-ages experience despite conditions
of a power outage and rain.
The day began on a wet note, with
vendors opening their tents for streetside commerce. The hot dog stands
and craft-based vendors sustained the

poor weather of the morning until it
cleared in the afternoon Vendor tents
saw crowds flutter in to purchase their
respective goods.
The Eastown Street Fair crew ran
into problems early with a power outage
at the comer of Wealthy Street and
L^dce Drive, where the Budweiscr Stage
was located. The Budweiser Stage was
moved to the adjacent parking area, the
Hub Lot. next to Yesterdog and Sami's
Party Store, in place of the Bud Light
Stage, which was moved inside of
Billy’s Lounge.
The last-minute alterations left the
rest of the day scrambled for both the
patrons and bands as no signs were
posted concerning the change

“I was totally confused when 1 got
there.” said Sweet Japonic bassist Ryan
Braman "My fear is that a lot of people
were staying inside Billy’s. I would
have liked to have both of the stages
outdoors."
Due to Billy’s prior engagement of
hosting a performance by Murali Coryll.
the bands set to play on the Bud Light
Stage were left with shorter sets. At 7
p.m., Billy’s began the crossover from
the all-ages Eastown Street Fair shows
to Coryell’s 21-and-up performance,
creating confusion for some concertgoers
arriving late to see Love Fossil, which
was scheduled to play at 8:45 p.m.
See Fair, A2

Jimmy John's to open at local intersection
The corner of 48th
Avenue, Lake Michigan
Drive will house a new
restaurant
By Shawn Zalewski
GVl Slews F.ditor

GVl AiMry Comstock

Preparing to open: \ jimmy John's sandwteh restaurant is expected to open m late November as
part of the newiy constructed building at the corner of 48th Avenue and lake Michigan Drive

A Jimmy John's sandwich restaurant
will be the first tenant in a developing
retail center at the intersection of 48th
Avenue and Lake Michigan Drive.
The submarine sandwich shop will
occupy the first of four retail spaces
within the 7.400-square-foot building
Greg Johnroe, a partner with
Northwind Investments, said the
intersection was the company’s first

Film portrays immigration experience
The partly-autobiographical
story of an immigrant girl hits
the GV screen
By Laura Mazade
GVL Staff Writer

As part of the Hispanic Heritage Month celebra
tion at Grand Valley State University, filmmaker Dalia
Tapia presented "Buscando a Led,” or. “In Search of
Led.” on Thursday
The film portrays the problems that immigrants
face when moving away from their country in search
of a better life.
"Buscando a Led” is based on the life of a young
girl named Led who is brought up by her grandparents

in Mexico while her parents reside in Chicago.
Later, when Leti’s mother comes back to Mexico,
Led is taken to the United States where she struggles
with adjusting to a new country and being away from
her family.
Tapia was bom in Mexico, but moved to the United
States and was raised in Illinois. She later attended
Columbia College in Chicago to receive her master’s
degree in film.
Some of the story was partly autobiographical and
partially based on the lives of other students. Tapia
said.
"Don't be afraid of looking into the history of your
family,” Tapia said. “Exploring the history of our own
families is very interesting, and if you have a story to
tell, go for it.”
See Tapia,
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. Turnitin
continued from page At

“Faculty should be truly up
front and tell students why they
are using the program. "
Stressing the importance of
Tumitin.coni as a tool in teaching
correct citation, rather than a
cure to plagiarism problems.
Kor/inek said there is no way for
* a professor to submit students'
* papers without notifying the

A

author first
Director of the Mejier Center
for Wntmg Ellen Schendcl said it
is important to draw a distinction
between incorrect citation and
cheating.
“There is a range of ways to
address the issue of plagiarism."
Schcndel said. “Other methods
promote
more
student
involvement and are more
supportive of a positive learning
environment."

W|
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MOOS. Beacon
Gland Haven. Ml 4MI1

IS06S Beacon
Grand Haven. Ml 49417

(616) 842-1999

(616) 296-0255

"People's #1 Choice to Dine,
Lodge and Entertain All in Oner

Craig Hulst. a professor in
GVSU’* writing department,
said although he does not think
programs such as Tumitm.com
are negative, he chose not to use
it in his classes.
One of Hulst's WRT 150
students, freshman Greg Simon,
said professors should not accuse
their students of plagiarism by
forcing them to submit papers to
Tumitin.com.
“I think it is a perfectly good
resource for both teachers and
students." Simon said. “It just
shouldn't be required."
In response to some concerns
about how to best promote
Tumitin.com as a learning tool,
workers at the Information
Technology Center rewrote the
Tiimitin.com statement posted
on GVSU's blackboard Web
site. The statement now includes
an invitation for students with
citation concerns to visit the
Meijer Center for Writing in
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Lake Ontario Hall.
Korzinek said the statement
was reworded to make Tiimitin
com more appealing to students
as a helpful tool.
The Information Technology
Center
also
hosted
four
workshops this semester for
professors interested in learning
more about the Turaitin.com
plagiarism detection program
Although
her
department
strongly
recommended
that professors attend these
workshops. Korzinek said they
were not required.
In the twQ workshops she
attended. Korzinek said she
saw about 18 faculty members
participate. Nearly 80 professors
have used the program since it
was first introduced in the spring,
she added

Fuel
In order to encourage
change.
there
must
be
an understanding of how
alterations take place and an
embracing by the public, said
Norman Christopher, director
of sustainability at GVSU.
"I believe biodiesel is a
solution at the fleet (trucks and
equipment) level," Christopher
said. “The people at MAREC
are making great advances, and
other West Michigan groups are
starting to make a difference."
He added that more research
is needed to solve dependence
on the national level.
Another option is tapping
into the already existing grid
of electricity.
Terry
Pahl,
facilities
engineer at GVSU, said the
university
uses
electrical
vehicles for maintenance.
“They
(the
electric
vehicles) are kind of cute little
things.” Pahl said. “They are
small enough to run on the
sidewalks."
While Americans continue
to search for a viable fuel
alternative, demand is not the
only aspect of fuel affecting
Michigan. A recent study by
J.D. Power and Associates
stated that 17 percent of
consumers list the poor fuel
economy as a reason not to buy
a new vehicle.

continued from page A1

“I missed a couple of
bands I wanted to see," said
Aquinas College
student
Amanda Mayhew. “It's okay
though, the Fair was still a
good time, considering."
Local band Sweet Japonic,
which has played at the event
twice before, performed for a
modest crowd that evening.
“There weren’t a zillion
people there, but a goodsized rock crowd," Braman
said. “There were a lot of
younger people there that
probably couldn't get into
our normal 21 -and-up shows,
so that’s good."
The beer tent witnessed
small clusters of patrons
as the night grew on, as
most quenched their thirst
at Mulligan's or Billy's

NOW LEASING for 20071
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New

continued from page At

and dining options
as
Grand Valley State University
continues to grow beyond its
western border, said Karen Rak.
owner of Jimmy John’s franchise
in Holland and operator of the
pending Allendale location.
Rak said she became interested
in opening a store in Allendale
following a suggestion from her
daughter and co-manager. Elite
Smith.
Rak said her daughter, a former
GVSU student, complained there
was “nothing in Allendale."
“We wanted to put a Jimmy
John's close to campus," Rak
said. “Students should be sold
on our quick service and great
sandwiches.”
Additionally. Rak said the
restaurant will be consistent with
other Jimmy John’s franchises,
including delivery service and
operating hours until 3 a m. on
weekends.
Based on her experience
managing the Holland eatery.

continued from page A1

Fair

All positions are paid. Internships available.

Jimmy John's

Tapia
continued from page A1

Tapia currently teaches
at an elementary school and
is working to earn her doc
torate degree. She is also
looking forward to working
on another documentary,
she said.
“There was a story I heard
from a Polish student who
couldn't go back to Poland
when her grandfather died,
and in my mind, it was like
I took her there through
this film.” Tapia said. “It
was something that I felt ...
when you have this thing in
you. you say, 'I have to do
something about it.’"
GVSU
student
Nikki
Moisan said the story re
lated to her and her family.
"The film was amazing,”
Moisan said. “My family's
from Cuba so it really hit
home for me."
Other students should
open their minds to the
problems with U.S. immi
gration. Moisan said.
“Other people need to
realize that you don’t know
where these people come
from and that we all need
to be more accepting of
the different cultures." she
said.

Lounge.
The Latino-fused band
Cabildo took the stage as the
darkness and chilly night air
rolled in. The band heated
up the Budweiser Stage with
mariachi-influenced tunes.
Hip-hop. jazz fusion act
La Famiglia began its set
with a new song for the local
crowd as lightning sparked

hours.
Although no partnership has
beenestablished with GVSU, Rak
said she will look to the student
body for potential employees
and is considering using Campus
Dining’s meal program.
Other businesses in the retail
center may include an exotic
beer and wine convenience store
and a deli. Johnroe said. Aside
from Jimmy John's, no specific
businesses have been identified,
he added.
Final site plans must be
completed before a liquor
store may obtain a license.
Johnroe said. James Riemersma
Construction of Grand Rapids
will complete the project, he
added.
Immigration is a topic
that needs to be addressed
and discussed, Tapia said.
"When I was growing up,
I was accepting everything
without questions," she
said. “But now. I'm ques
tioning things and I’m do
ing something active about
it, like producing this film.
It’s a great opportunity to
post questions for people
to think about."
GVSU student Ann Mat
thews said the film was
"moving."
"It was easy to under
stand the struggles they
went through, and it helped
clarify the problems with
immigration."
Matthews
said. "I recommend stu
dents attend cultural activ
ities like this one because
they help you understand
other people."
Getting the opportunity
to watch a film from a dif
ferent culture is always in
teresting, said GVSU stu
dent Trevor Maynard.
“It’s interesting to see
how different countries
make film, their ideas and
how they perceive things
and their point of view of
Americans,” Maynard said.
“Buscando a Leti” will
arrive in stores Dec. 5.

in the night sky. The band’s
set blended old hits with new
tunes.
Despite
complications,
several participants enjoyed
the fair's festivities.
“Regardless of the various
problems. I had a great
time just like every year."
Mayhew said.
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Author uses
Michigan ties
to tell stories

ilGVL DIGEST
News in Brief

VH1 comic to perform
Wednesday

Christian Finnegan from
VHl'a “Best Week Ever”
will give a free comedy
show at Grand Valley State
University on Oct. 4. The
show will run from 9:15 to 11
p.m. in the Kirkhof Center's
Grand River Room.
Also the host of TV
Land’s
“Game
Time,”
Finnegan's credentials also
include appearances on “The
Late Late Show” with Craig
Ferguson, “The Chappelle
Show,"
“The
Today
Show" and a 30-minute
special entitled “Comedy
Central Presents: Christian
Finnegan.”

Michigan native
reads selections of
his work, humors a
GV audience
By Rachel Royer
GVL Staff Writer

Slam poet to address
Jewish Heritage, politics

Slam poet Kevin Coval
will speak in the Loutit
Lecture Hall in the Padnos
Hall of Science from 6:30 to
8 p.m. on Oct. 5.
The
Chicago
native
and writer works teaches
young writers about current
cultural events, his Jewish
identity and political events,
according to his biography
by Global Talent Associates.
Grand
Valley
State
University’s
Hillel,
the
Office of Student Life and
Student Senate will sponsor
the event.
Take Back the Night to
take place Thursday

The annual Take Back the
Night will start in the Kirkhof
Center’s Grand River Room
at 8 p.m. Thursday.
A march through Grand
Valley State University’s
Allendale
Campus
will
follow presentations from
Kelly Addington and Rebecca
Tieder. Their discussion,
entitled Let's Talk about It!,
will focus on sexual assault
Both women will share their
personal experiences, factual
information, guidance and
support for those affected by
sexual assault.
Sponsored
by
the
Women’s Center, the event
is an international rally and
march put on by various
organizations
to
raise
awareness
for
violence
against women, children and
families.
For more information,
contact
womenctr^rgvsu.
edu.
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GVl Misty Minna
Bringing words to life: Author and native of Kaiama/oo. M<h David Means reads from one of his books at GVSU Thursday
night Means, a professor at Vassar College said many of his writings have been influenced by his life in Michigan

David Means, a professor
al Vassar College in New York
City and author of three books,
performed a reading of two
short stories from his book
“Sault Ste. Marie” Tuesday in
the Van Solkema Recital Hall.
Means, a Michigan native,
kicked off Grand Valley State
University's Visitors Writing
Series with excerpts from his
book, which told of an outlawed
couple from Bay City, Mich,
who were on the run.
The story included a scene
in which a woman’s face was
deformed by a meat hammer.
Audience members reacted
with
laughter, smiles and
unhinging jaws as they listened
to the presentation.
Means went on to read
portions of a section titled
“Michigan Death Trip.” a
collection of factual death
accounts in Michigan.
"I had just been hearing of
all these bizarre deaths in the
area and thought. ’Wow. does
this happen anywhere else?’”
Means said.
The short stories included
several morbid scenes, one
in which teenagers driving a

minivan fell through ice while
trying to ice fish in the Upper
Peninsula. Others featured
snowmobile riders who were
beheaded by low-wire fences,
skiing accidents, a cardboard
paper that cut a child’s neck,
strange drug deals and hunters
being shot by fellow hunters.
Some students inquired if
growing up in Michigan had an
influence on his writing.
“I think of it more as a
landscape.”
Means
said.
“Not all of my stories are on
Michigan.”
Means added it was a
realistic way for people to
relate to his stories by using a
real scenario and a real setting,
and Michigan happened to he
his canvas growing up.
Means grew up in Kalamazoo
before moving to Petoskey. He
eventually moved to New York
City.
Means said he applied many
experiences from Michigan
to his writings, which include
“The Secret Goldfish.” a
2006 O. Henry Prize winning
story, “Sault Ste. Marie" and
“Assorted Fire Events.” which
won the Los Angeles Times
Book Prize and was a finalist
for the National Book Critics
Circle Award.

Panelists reveal importance of writing skills in students' futures
Local professionals
explain why writing
is important in every
career
By Andrew Storm
GVl. Staff Writer

The ability to write may be
the difference between earning
minimum wage and affording
a Porsche, panelists told
Grand Valley State University
students Wednesday.
The message that writing
is a skill needed in every
career reached more than
100 students gathered in the
Kirkhof Center’s Grand River
Room
The presentation, tilted
“Writing: It’s Not Just for
Journalists Anymore." was
sponsored by the Career
Services Department.
“My hope is that students
gained a greater understanding
of how employers think, how
they make hiring decisions
and why communication skills
are so important.” said Gina
DeLapa. assistant director of
Career Services.
Professionals from Saint
Mary’s Health Care. The
Wordsmiths. Steelcase and
the West Michigan Tourist
Association
comprised
a
portion of the guest panelists.
Frank
Blossom.
GVSU
professor and strategic director
of Frank Communications,
moderated the discussion.
Matt
Williams.
senior
communications
specialist
for Steelcase and GVSU
alumnus, said there are times
when information needs to
he communicated to large

amounts of people.
“It’s really knowing your
audience well and delivering
the right message.” Williams
said.
Being able to match an
organization’s writing style
is important in reaching an
audience, said Keri Larsen,
events coordinator for Saint
Mary’s Health Care.
"Walk into an interview or
send different writing samples
for a future employer so that
they can see you have some
different areas." Larsen said.
Effectively communicating
means leaving behind the
mentality
of
traditional
college writing. Blossom said.
Padding — adding in words
without adding in content — to
meet a word requirement does
not work in the real world, he
added.
"We are a culture of the
quick.” Blossom said. “We
have been Google-ized. We
expect information quickly and
concisely. One of the skills we
all use in our business is being
able to communicate with the
fewest possible words.”
People
are
surrounded
by many types of messages
through the media. Internet
and e-mail, Williams said.
Delivering (he right message
with
the
right
amount
of information is key in
effectively reaching a target
audience, he added.
“I see a lot of people who
can put sentences together.”
said Diane Herbruck of The
Wordsmiths. “But if they can’t
prove to me that they know
how to think and analyze
and synthesize information. I
probably won’t hire them.”
Every career field will

require
some degree
of
writing, so being able to
communicate
effectively
is directly proportionate to
succeeding. Blossom said.
One of the best ways to
become a better writer is in
reading fine literature and
journalism. Herbruck said.
Newspapers, such as The New
York Times or The Wall Street
Journal, are examples of good
writing, she added
Herbruck also said she
recommends taking classes at
GVSU that focus on research
as they provide practice with
synthesizing information.
“We are only limited by
our own imagination.” said
Rick Hert. executive director
of the West Michigan Tourist
Association.
Being able to think an
idea through, writing it out.
getting it approved and seeing
it become a reality is exciting.
Hert said. However, getting an
idea to become a reality will
not happen without effective
communication and writing
skills, he added.

GVl / Anna Schwatlter

Leading discussion: Anmka Jaspers (right). Editor in Chief of the Publishing
Services Group at Crowe Chirek. talks to a crowd of students during the discusson
Rick Hert. executive director of the West Michigan Tourist Association, and GVSU
graduate Ken Larsen from Saint Mary s Health Care joined Jaspers Held m the
Kirkhof Center's Grand River Room Wednesday, the event. ’Writing It's Not Just
for Journalists Anymore.* featured a group of panelists who spoke about the
importance of effective writing and communication in various careers
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EDITORIAL

Minding manners
Smokers at Grand Valley State
University must follow school policies
and be mindful of their surroundings
when smoking in public areas on
campus.
For some, it’s an addiction. For others, it’s a socially-accepted
norm or bad habit.
While countless restaurants, work settings and other public
venues have banned smoking on their properties, tobacco
smoke still floods the streets and many populated outdoor areas.
Although individuals are responsible for their own health,
smokers still need to be conscious of whose lives they affect
with secondhand smoke.
i
Secondhand smoke accounts for about 3,400 lung cancer
deaths and more than 22,700 heart disease deaths in adult
nonsmokers living in the United States each year, according
to the American Lung Association. It has adverse affects on
pregnant mothers and children exposed to it. Additionally, this
year’s Surgeon General’s Report states there is no risk-free level
of exposure to secondhand smoke.
To help combat the problem, 14 states already passed strong
smoke-free air laws, which even ban the habit in bars and social
halls, while several employment locations, including Spectrum
Health and Saint Mary's Health Care centers, have plans to
prohibit smoking in the workplace as soon as January.
At GVSU, all buildings are smoke free. Those who smoke
before or after class must be at least 25 feet away from the
buildings, including living centers. Although ash trays provided
by the university are within a few feet of the door, smokers
must comply with the 25 feet rule, so they do not disturb others
entering or leaving the building. Only when they finish should
smokers revert to the ash tray and dispose of cigarettes.
University officials must also keep a sharp eye out for
students who do not comply with these rules, and enforce
stronger disciplinary action to ensure policies are not broken.
Likewise, when walking across campus, students and staff
who smoke need to be aware of their surroundings. While
lighting up is permitted in outdoor areas, smokers need to be
courteous to those around them when blowing tobacco clouds
into the air.
In respecting one another, the university becomes a more
comfortable place for everyone to live, work and study.

YOUR INSIGHTS

What do you think about smoking on campus?

'1
"It doesn't bother me, but I
try to move out of the way
because I don't smoke.”

"I don't find it a big
problem, although I don't
like the smell of smoke."

"It's OK as long as it is
outdoors"

"I dislike it because I have
asthma, but it is one of
students' freedoms."

Alonzo Wilson

Matt Ritchie

Elizabeth Scerbak

David Mitchell

Junior
Education

Senior
Math Education

Freshman

Freshman
Film and Video

Nursing

V

M

CIVL STUDENT OPINION

From catching the bus to exercising:
Students should be more courteous

A
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By Laura Wasilewski
GVL Staff Wrim

The student-run newspaper of Grand Valley State University

Every Tuesday and
Thursday as I bead to class.
I have to stop at the Kirkhof
Center bus stop.
But I never take the bus.
Inevitably. I almost always
pass the bus stop when the
No. 50 bus is there, which
creates a huge jam. There are
many people trying to exit the
bus and a mass of students
trying to get on the bus before
everyone else so they can get
a seat
I get it It’s a half-hour nde
and you don’t want to stand
the whole way. But really,
people are trying to get off
the bus. and other people are
trying to get past you.
Once those bus doors open,
it’s like a swarm of killer bees
flocking to an exposed piece
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“Don’t take ‘no’ as a closed door.
Find what is important to you and
find another day to do it.”

let the rest of us get by.
Another etiquette issue on
campus that bugs me —the
campus gym.
The Ficklhousc is a great
place, but let’s face it — there
is a senous shortage of some
machines These shortages. I
find, are especially temhlc at
three points during the year
— the beginning of the fall
semester, the beginning of the
w inter semester and during the
Get Buff for Break pmgrain in
the spring.
At the beginning of each
semester, everyone is making
their resolutions to get fit. and
they swarm the gym. The
same holds true during the Get
Buff for Break program, when
everyone is trying to get a free
T-shirt.
Hey, I’m glad people are
working out. Fix all those Rec
Center newbies, however, a
couple courtesy rules need

apply:
1. Don’t lift weights or do
crunches right in front of the
weight rack or exercise ball
shelf. People are trying to get
to the things you’re bkxkuig.
2. If you and a friend are
working out together, instead
of taking up two machines
and talking during rests,
alternate I can’t count the
number of tunes people are
waiting for strength-training
machines, and two fnends are
just chamng away during their
rests, taking up both machines
of that type.
3. The most important rule
— Wipe down your machine
when you are done. Even if
you just touch the handles on
the treadmill, wipe it down.
More importantly, if you use
a strength-training machine,
wipe it down. No one wants to
sit in your back sweat

Hanging out does not pass for dating

Jane Toot
Dean of the College of Health
Professions, during her presentation in
the Her Story senes

By Cyndi Waite
Daily S’ebraskan
(V. Sebmska)

GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand
Valley Lanthorn opinion page it to
stimulate discussion and action on
topics of interest to the Grand Valley
Community
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
welcomes reader viewpoints and
offers three vehicles of expression for
] reader opinions: letters to the editor.
* guest columns and phone responses
; Letters must include the author’s
\ name and be accompanied by current
picture identification if dropped off
in person Letters will be checked
^ by an employee of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn
Letters appear ax space permits
each issue. The limit for letter length
is one page, single spaced

of flesh, and
that swarm
isn’t giving
up its spot.
So
the entire
sidewalk
in front of
the bus is
eorn
completely
bkxked off.
Normally
I’d just walk on the grass, but
the bus stop structure prevents
that
I’m not going to take your
seat. I’m just trying to get past
you to my class. I’ll issue a
polite “excuse me” numerous
times, but to no avail. Thai’s
where I get pushy. I’ll admit it
There are some people
who very nicely move or try
to keep the area closest to the
bus free so people can exit the
bus. Thai’s where I try to sneak
past. But for everyone else, just

The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense letters and columns for
length restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will
not be held responsible for errors
that appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters or email typographic errors.
The name of the author is usually
published but may be withheld for
compelling reasons
The content, information and
views expressed are not approved
by nor necessarily represent those of
the university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty and staff
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(U-WIRE) LINCOLN.
Neb. — Proper dating is going
out of style faster than Pans
Hilton’s social habits
What happened to the good
ol’ days, where a decent, nice
boy met a decent, nice girl and
the two flirted in a sincere,
innocent sort of fashion, and
Nice Boy asked Nice Girl to a
dinner or a lovely picnic in the
park or vice vena0
Today's dating culture, at
the collegiate level at least,
is on what I would call the
Cultural Endangered Species
List It seems as though the
mote time goes on. the less
common actual dating u
becoming.
As a culture, we have
begun to replace the Art of
Dating with the oh-so-swoonworthy An of Let's Just Hang
Out and See Where it Takes
Us. It doesn't have quite the

same ring to it.
An Institute for American
Values Report, investigated
primarily by Norval Glenn
and Elizabeth Marquardt and
titled. “Hooking Up. Hanging
Out. and Hoping for Mr Right:
College Women on Dating and
Mating Today.’’ explores the
cultural extinction of dating
Glenn and Marquardt
found that dating is “often
synonymous with hanging
out.’ in which women and
men spend kxmely organized,
undefined tune together,
without making their interest
in one another explicit...”
Many guys and gals today
are trying to take the easy way
out when it comes lo feelings
Instead of acknowledging and
admitting the feelings we have
far someone, we tend lo brush
them off. act cool and just
•hang out"
Glenn and Marquardt
found that “only 50 percent
of college women serutvs
repealed having been asked on
six or mtve dales by men since

4

coming to college, and a thud
of women surveyed said they
had been asked on two dates or
fewer.”
.Sadly, the majority of
women I know are included
in these statistics We’ve been
in relationships, hut when it
comes to real, proper dating,
we're at a kiss
In some ways I can
understand this phenomenon
of “hanging out" as a
replacement for real dating
Hanging out seems like the
perfect solution to rejection,
but. unfortunately, it’s not.
Coming from a female
perspective, when a man
asks a girl lo hang out or
do something, such as see a
movie, prefacing it with. “I’m
going to see it either way.” the
woman is left turned-off and
thinking a couple of things
If she is interested in the
guy. she is probably now
confused, given the ambiguous
nature of thru tunc spent
together Are they fnends or
are they more0 She is left lo

wonder if she is an after-note
added to his plans last minute
tv if she is just a friend
On the other hand, she
may have completely lost
her appetite for that man
When sometxie uses those
types of overly casual phrases
lo appeal to a woman, she
is made to feel like one of
the guys. When it comes
to romantic relationships,
whether it is casual dating tx
long term, most women want
to fed special, pretty, wanted,
appreciated and most of all.
just plain liked.
Hanging out is what you
do with your friends on a
Saturday afternoon, while
you’re parked in front of the
television Hanging out is what
you do on Tuesday afternoons
with your engaged best friend
Hanging out is not dating
Tkke a chance and be hold
Get creative Say what you
feel, in a non-creepy way, and
ask that Nice Boy tv Nice
Girl on a real dale Make it
unambiguous I dare you.

A&E

Michelle Pawlak. A6E Editor
arts#lanthorn com

Independent
films air at
area theatre
By Brandy Arnold
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Shakespeare
stories blend

GVL Staff Writer

Students and community
members will not have to
look further than the Wealthy
Theatre in Grand Rapids to
get a taste of the independent
him world this week.
"These are really great
films that don't always get the
attention they deserve,M said
Emily Maurin, marketing
coordinator for WGVU. “It’s
a really great way to see a
him you wouldn't see in a
mainstream theaterM
“My
Country
My
Country,’* by Laura Poitras,
will show on Oct. 4 at 7 p.m.
as part of the Independent
Cinema series, launched
by WGVU and the Grand
Rapids Community Media
Center.
Both WGVU and the
CMC, organizations that
provide
media
related
programs and events for the
community, received a grant
from POV, a PBS program
that showcases independent
point-of-view films, Maurin
said. Through POV. the
center was able to select
hve documentaries from the
newest season to feature in
the series.
Maurin added that hlms
were chosen based on their
relevance to people in West
Michigan.
"We are trying to raise
discussion about the topics
in these hlms because they
are important to explore,”
she said.
“My
Country
My
Country” is a documentary
about violence in many
Iraqis' daily lives.
"Most Americans don’t
have aclue what it's like to live
in those kind of conditions.”
said Gretchen Vinnedge, a
CMC representative.
A panel discussion about
each him topic is held after
each
screening.
WGVU
employees
recommend
knowledgeable community
members to be on the panel,
Maurin said. GVSU faculty
members have also taken
part in these panels.
The audience started out
small when the Independent
Cinema series began in June,
Maurin said. She added she
was happy to see it grow
with each new screening.
“It dehnitely grew by
word of mouth," Vinnedge
said. “It's been a nice treat
for the community."
Maurin said she hopei
more GVSU students wi'J
attend now that the fall
semester has begun.
“It's a cool way to lei>m
more
about
important
topics," she said. “(Students)
are able to ask the ranel any
questions (they) may have.”
She added she hopes the
hlms will encourage students
to go out and explore subjects
more when they leave the
theatre.
This is the hrst year
WGVU and the CMC brought
the series to Grand Rapids.
Both Maurin and Vinnedge
said they hope to make it an
annual event.
"Hopefully the turnout
will keep getting bigger."
Vinnedge said.
The POV portion of the
senes will conclude with the
screening of “My Country
My Country.”
On Oct
S» WOVU
will launch the second
part,
Independent
l-ens,
at the Urban Institute for
Contemporary
Arts
in
Grand Rapids "Democracy
on Deadline: The Global
Struggle for an Independent
Press" by Calvin Skaggs
will air at 7 p.m. on Oct. 3.
Subsequent hlms will be on
the hrst Tuesday of every
month Admission is free for
all screenings

in local show
The GVSU Shakespeare Festival’s ‘Bard
to Go’ mixes scenes from Shakespeare’s
plays to be performed at GVSU as well as
local middle, high schools
By Leslie Perales
GVL Staff Writer

Scenes
from
"Romeo
and Juliet." "Measure for
Measure,"
"Henry
V,"
"Macbeth," "Twelfth Night,"
“Taming of the Shrew,” “King
Lear” and "Julius Cesar” will
join together as part of one
show in the Grand Valley
State University Shakespeare
Festival.
“Bard to Go: All’s Fair...”
will
bring
Shakespeare
into regional schools to
help expose area students
to his work. As part of the
Shakespeare
Festival’s
educational
outreach
program, last year “Bard to
Go” was performed at eight
different schools.
GVSU theater professor
and director Ian Borden,
who provided direction for
last year's performances of
“Bard to Go,” said this year's
performance will
feature
Shakespeare’s greatest hits
that incorporate violence.
Scenes were chosen that
work well by themselves, he
said. Though they are taken
out of the original play's
context, the selected scenes

are complete stories on their
own. Borden added.
“The director, Ian Borden,
is an exciting director and
fight choreographer," said
Jim Bell. GVSU theatre
professor. "1 guarantee you
the production will be very
exciting.”
Running 50 minutes, this
year’s performance focuses
on love and violence.
"*Bard to Go' was started
six years ago in an attempt
to satisfy the many requests
we’ve received from middle
and high schools who were,
and still are, unable to travel
to campus for the resident
full-length
Shakespeare
performances," said Roger
Ellis.
GVSU
theatre
professor.
Ellis added the program
schedules performances for
about 3,500 students each
year, but usually receives
requests for at least double
that number of students.
"Bard to Go” does not visit
all
schools that submit
requests because the cast
cannot miss the amount of
class that would require, he
added.
“Bard to Go” features

CouctMy of l*m»i S*ll

Acting out: GVSU students Mlian Austin. Randy Brown. Mike Harthen and Maria Tejada (back) perform in “Bard To Go All's
Fair, which will show at local middle and high schools each Friday through ls|ov 3. with a finale at GVSU on Nov 4

a cast of six students, and
the production is designed
specifically for high school
students.
GVSU
junior
Scott
Watson, who plays Benvolio,
Sir Andrew. Catesby Ratcliffe
and Petruchio, said one of
the biggest challenges has
been rehearsing only twice a
week.
“The large gap in rehearsal
times has made a lot of at
home studying a must to keep
the show in shape," he said.
Sophomore Jeffrey Otto
said he hated Shakespeare
before trying out for “Bard
to Go."
"I guess I just didn't

understand it." Otto said.
“Being in this show has
really changed my mind
though.
Shakespeare
is
actually pretty cool. I'm
definitely trying out for more
Shakespeare stuff. That guy
was a real genius."
While “Bard to Go" Will
perform at different area
schools between Oct. 6 and
Nov. 3. there will be one
additional
performance
for the public at GVSU’s
Loosemore Auditorium on
the Pew Campus. The GVSU
performance will be on Nov. 4
after the Student Competition
Awards
Ceremony.
The
Awards Ceremony begins at

I p.m. and admission is free
"When
you
perform
(Shakespeare).
it
really
comes to life, and it becomes
something
completely
different and really magical,"
Borden said.
For
more
information
about school performance^,
contact
the
Shakespeare
Festival student production
assistant at (6IM HI-3034
For information about the
GVSU
performance.
the
Shakespeare Festival or lo
contact the cast of “Bard to
Go.” visit http://www.gvsu.
edu/shakes.
said.

Civic opens strong with
‘A Chorus Line’ premiere
By Michelle Pawlak
GVL A&E Editor

The renovated Grand
Rapids Civic Theatre started
a new season housing a
full audience and standing
ovation show.
The theatre opened
for 2006-2007 with "A
Chorus Line," upholding
the theatre's typical level
of excellence in production
and capturing the audience's
attention from the first
scene.
”A Chorus Line” takes
a unique approach to the
traditional musical. The
story is set in a theatre and
continues in real lime as an
audition takes place.
The audience gets to
live every moment of it
from initial cuts to practice
numbers, but what makes it
entertaining are the stories
(songs) that every auditionee
shares.
Because of the great range
of characters, any audience
member can find someone
to relate to, which keeps
the story from dragging.
The simplicity of the set
and costumes, as well as the
actors' talent and ability to
be in character consistently
made the play realistic and
enjoyable.
Actors in “A Chorus Line”
must have triple threat talent
— great acting, singing and
dancing abilities. This is a
show where each performer
is the star, not just a single
character.
Director Penelope Notter
cast the performace to the
tee with actors who fit their
parts beautifully.
Lisa Catrett, who played
Diana, commanded the
audience's attention with
her personality, dance
skills and strong voice. Her
performance of "Nothing"
was completely in tune
with her character When
she sang "What I Did

for Love." the emotional
climax of the play, she
stepped up to the challenge
and soared. Catrett’s
triple threat abilities were
strongly showcased in this
performance.
Chelsea Michelle
Swanderski (Maggie)
also shined on stage
by conquering acting,
singing and dancing.
Her performance was
both confident and
natural. Swanderski's trio
performance of “At the
Ballet” with Aubry Talbott
(Sheila) and Taylor E. James
(Bebe) showed the great
vocal talent of these three
performers.
Many of the characters'
personalities stood out.
One of those was Bobby,
played by Cory Wolf, whose
monologue was just as
entertaining as any of the
show's musical numbers.
Another was Judy, played by
Jenny Peters, who’s naivety
kept the audience laughing
and waiting for her next
reaction.
Some of the actors*

dance skills were especially
displayed through their
characters. Christopher
Carter (Richie) and William
Schutte (Larry), who were
two of the strongest male
characters on stage, along
with Mary Lohman (Cassie)
whose solo performance was
elegant and beautiful, all
nailed their moves on the
stage.
It was not just the
performers who made this
show — unfortunately they
cannot all be mentioned,
though they deserve it — but
the choreography made the
show's transitions flow and
kept the stage constantly
moving and interesting.
Although this show is
geared toward a mature
audience, it is enjoyable
for everyone, musical
background or not.
"A Chorus Line” will run
at the Grand Rapids Civic
Theatre through Oct. 21.
For more information on
show times and ticket prices,
along with the rest of the
theatre's season, visit http://
www.grct.org.
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Striking a pose Mary lohman plays Cass* tn "A Chorus line" show rig from
Sept 28 to Oct 21 at the Grand Rapids Crwc Theatre
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Grand Valley State University's annual
Shakespeare Festival featured “Love's
Labour's Lost“ as its main production
this year. The*5hakespearean comedy
opened last weekend and will continue
performances through Oct. 8.

SPORTS

Jayson Bussa, Sports Editor
sports®lanthorn com
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The Grand Valley State
University men's golf team
finished in second place at
the Motor City Invitational
(Detroit) on Friday after it
shot a team score of 293.
Senior Kyle Murphy led
the team in scoring for the
first time this season as he
finished in second place with
a score of 71.

©
The women's golf team of
Grand Valley State University
finished in the top three at
last week's West Florida
Invitational held in Pensacola.
Fla. The Lakers finished in the
third place spot as a team
with a final score of 312.
Florida Southern University
won the event.

©

The Grand Valley State
University women's tennis
team took a road trip
up north this weekend,
defeating a conference foe.
The lakers ousted Michigan
Technological University
in their first match of the
weekend, dropping only one
match while winning eight.

GVl Archive / Misty Minns

Avoiding the tackle: Senior Astm Martin works his way through Michigan Technological University defenders during Sept 21 s home game The Lakers beat Wayne State University 36-13 last weekend

GV knocks Warriors out of first place
The Lakers maintain their No. 1
GLIAC rank by defeating Wayne
State University 36-13

®

By Jayson Bussa
GVL Sports Editor

The Grand Valley State
University volleyball team
will take on a conference
opponent in a rare, mid-week
match Oct. 3. The Lakers will
make the trip to Big Rapids
to face Ferris State University,
scheduled for a 7 p.m. start
time.

Redshut freshman Joique Bell had the best game of
his career on Saturday against the Lakers. The rest of his
teammates did not.
Bell rushed 33 times in the game for a hefty 214 yards
along with two touchdowns. His teammates for Wayne
State University (3-1, 3-2) accumulated only 100 total
offensive yards en route to a 36-13 loss to No. 1 Grand
Valley State University (4-0.5-0).
“I think we contained him (Bell) enough,” said GVSU

head coach Chuck Martin. “He's going to be a great back
for the next few years."
Despite Bell's running rampant. Martin said he was
pleased with the way his team played the game, mainly the
defense, and left Detroit satisfied
“We had a pretty good week of practice.", he added.
“We beat a pretty good team, pretty soundly.”
The Lakers embarrassed the other portions of the
Warrior offense as freshman quarterback Trent Pohl heaved
28 passes in the game, hut only completed eight of them
Of the eight. Pohl amassed a stingy 65 yards along with
throwing three interceptions.
"We knew they had a freshman quarterback, and we
knew every time there was a third down they were going
to throw, and we could stop them.” Martin said.
This was all done while the Lakers lacked injured
senior defensive back Buster Larkins and junior linebacker
Kirk Carruth. two guys who have key roles on the defease.

Martin said.
During the course of the game, several players went
down with injuries and needed some time out. Martin
added He said he was impressed with the amount of
players who came off the bench to fill the starting spots.
The Lakers offense struck early in high numbers. After
the first quarter, the Lakers amassed 19 points. The first
six points came from the foot of sophomore Todd Carter
who opened up scoring with two field goals of 22 and 27 '
yards. Senior quarterback Cullen Fuinerty finished the
quarter by gunning two touchdown passes, one to senior
Terry Mitchell (two yards) and the other to junior Antoine
Trent (12 yards).
Finnerty ended the game accounting for all four of
GVSU’s touchdowns. He threw 29 passes and completed
18 of them for 187 yards. He also tossed one interception.
See Football, B8
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Soccer team
faces first
loss of the
season
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FOOTBALL
STANDINGS
Team | GLIAC | Overall
Northwood

5-0

5-0

Grand Valley

4-0

5-0

Indianapolis

3-1

t1

Ferris State

3-1

4-1

Wayne State

3-1

3-2

Saginaw Valley

3-2

3-2

2-2

2-2

Hillsdale

2*3

2?

Ashland

2-3

2-3

|

mmmb
Michigan Tech

1-4

1-4

TraGT"
Ts-

Gannon

VOLLEYBALL

STANDINGS

GVl / Mnty Minn*

Earning hdhor: GVSU bead volleyball coach Deanne Scanlon reoeves her 300th win award from men's basketball coach Rk Wesley after a home game
against Gannon University on Fnday night The volleyball team beat Gannon 3-0 and went on to defeat Mercyhurst College 3-0 on Saturday

Volleyball claims two more GLIAC victories
GVSU stays at the top
of conference standings
with wins over Gannon
University, Mercyhurst
College
By Brandon Watson
GVL Staff Writer

Team | GLIAC | Overall
Grand Valley

9-0

16-1

Ferris State

7-2

15-3 j

Northern Michigan

5-5

13-5

Northwood

5-5

11-7

Michigan lech

4-4

1-9

Saginaw Valley

4-6

11-7

lake Superior State

27

5-13

Hillsdale

H.j
14-4

Jindlay
Ashland

H

Gannon

12J

2-1

5-10

Mercyhurst

1-9

TTT-

Wayne kite

i-4 n

1-44

Courtesy of hnpjftvwwgtec erg

No. 2 Grand Valley State University
remained unbeaten m Great Lakes Confer
ence play this weekend, knocking off Mer
cyhurst College and Garmon University.
The Lakers have won 16 consistent
matches, improving their record to 16-1 and
9-0 in conference play.
"Going into the season, we knew we
were going to be a really good team.” said
GVSU head coach Deanne Scanlon “But
to win all but one of our nutfehes so far is
rrmantarxe
Last week, senior Meghan Moore was
named GLIAC Player of the Week as
GVSU went 3-0 in competition Moore
notched 47 kills and had her first 20-phn
kill match against Nonhem Michigan Uni
versity. totaling 22. Moore is currently third
in hitting percentage in the GLIAC (.362).

fourth in blocks (1.17) and seventh in kills
per game (3.81).
This weekend. GVSU faced off against
Gannon in its first match, winning 3-0 (3011.30-27 and 30-16). The Lakers took con
trol of the match early, tallying a .600 hitting
percentage as a team, notching 15 kills.
The Golden Knights made game two
a close contest, but the valiant effort fell
short. GVSU made sure to seal the victory
in game three, with 20 kilLs and a .390 hit
ting percentage
Moore posted 16 kills and five assisted
blocks on the night, while senior Megan
Helsen tallied rune lulls and 14 digs for
the match. Freshman Kaity Gormley had
her best match thus far as a Laker, record
ing nine kills, four aces and a .368 hitting
percentage
“Kaity has really played well lately.”
Scanlon said. “She has come ready to play
when we've asked her to and has been tre
mendous for us."
Junior Erica Vandekoppie and sopho
more Danielle Alexander both recorded
eight kills for the Lakers. Sophomore Jamie
Ashmore had three kills of her own along
with 32 assists m the match
On Saturday. GVSU knocked off Mer
cyhunt 3-0(30-15,30-26 and 30-15). mak

S

ing the Lakers' all time record against the
college 12-0.
The Lakers onoe again took control ear
ly in game one. tallying more kills (17) than
Mercyhurst had points (15). GVSU also hit
.375 for the game
Mercyhuisl made the score a bit closer
in game two. but ultimately could not get
the job done. GVSU dominated game three,
hitting .567 as a team
Moore continued her imprevsive season,
posting 12 kills and four assisted blocks
while hitting .579 for the match Helsen
also added 12 kills, hitting .333 with six
digs Gormley tallied eight kills, two aces
and two assisted blocks, while Alexander
contributed nine kills, three assists and three
assisted blocks.
Ashmore recorded 42 assists during the
match with six digs and two kills.
“We have definitely seen a different type
of intensity this season." Scanlon said "We
still need to bring our game every match "
GVSU travels to Ferns .State University
Tiieaday and will return home this week
end to play host to Wayne Stale Univer
sity on Friday at 7 p m The much antici
pated match against the undefeated No. 10
Hillsdale College will come to GVSU an
Saturday at4 pm

1

GVl Mum t AsMwi C«mto<l

Keeping control: Sophomore Meaghan
Rotxnson takes possession of the ball in an
earlier game GVSU suffered its first loss
agamst Mercyhurst College on Friday

By Matthew Verdonk
GVL staff Writer

The Grand Valley State University
women’s soccer team no longer has the
distinction of being undefeated
The Lakers traveled to Ene. Pa. for
two weekend Great Lakes Conference
games, and Friday’s contest against
the No. 21 ranked team in Division D
from Mercyhum College ended in a 3-0
GVSU loss
GVSU came out firing on all
cylinders, creating a few glorious
scoring opportunities in the first minute,
but as has been the case in the first halves
of recent games, those opportunities did
not find the hack of the net.
‘The first 20 to 25 minutes were
pretty equal.” said GVSU head coach
Dave Dilanm “It was their goal that
turned the momentum”
Mercyhurst's first and only goal of ]
the first half came in the 26th minute;
off a set piece just a few feet outside the <
18 The service inside the box found the!
foot of Mercyhurst midfielder Adnenne'
See Soccer, B8 *
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McKenzie earns Silver Glove
Award

Grand
Valley
Stale
University
senior
second
baseman
Spud
McKenzie
earned the Silver Glove Award
for his performance an the
Eau Claire Express during the
summer. The Express is a part
of the Northwoods League, a
summer baseball league, which
is in conjunction with Raw lings
Sporting Goods. Inc.
The award is given to the
kip player of each position
throughout the entire league for
having an outstanding defensive
season.
McKenzie had a .976 fielding
percentage after 56 games with
the team, finishing as the top
fielding second baseman in the
league The award is based on
the final fielding statistics.
Men's basketball tryouts
to be held Wednesday

The Grand Valley State
University basketball team
will hold an open tryout for
perspective walk-on athletes
Wednesday. The tryout will
begin at 4:30 p.m. in the GVSU
l icldhou.se Arena.
Interested athletes must fill
out paperwork to be eligible.
Paperwork must be turned in to
the university’s basketball office
by noon Monday.
Men's golf finishes second at
Motor City event

On Friday, the men’s golf
team of Grand Valley State
University traveled to East
Michigan to compete in the
Motor City Invitational at
Pheasant Run Golf Course. The
competition was an 18-hole
event.
The Lakers finished in
second place with a team score
of 293. Saginaw Valley State
University won the tournament
with a team score of 285.
Senior
Kyle
Murphy
finished in a tie for second
place individually with 71.
Juniors Josh Orler and Tony
Mango also finished in the top
10 individually in a tie for sixth
place with scores of 72.

Grand Valley Lanthorn

Golf earns

Football brings
classic Laker style

third place

By Jayson Bussa
GVt Sporta Editor

in Florida
A

tourney
By Marc Koorstra
GVL Staff Writer

The Grand Valley Slate University women's golf
team's recent tnp to Florida was all about gaming
experience.
The Lakers took third place in the West Florida
Bubba Watson Invitational in Pensacola with a team
score of 629. The tournament took place at Stoncbrook
Golf Club on Monday and Tuesday.
“Since we are a young team. I thought this would
be a great chance to get some experience.’' said GVSU
head coach Lori Stinson. 'This tournament was also
at the same course where the NCAA Championships
will be held this year, so it was a great opportunity to
see how the course plays and to motivate the team to
get back there."
Stinson said it was also beneficial to gain experience
on the course since it features a different kind of grass
than courses the team is used to playing on. Stonebnxik
uses Bermuda grass, a type that only grows in the
southern United States.
Freshman Caitlin Bennett led the way for the Lakers
individually with a third place finish.
“I was really proud of the way that Caitlin played,''
Stinson said. “She has some experience on Bermuda
grass from playing in some national tournaments and
that helped her a bit."
Bennett was tied fur first place after shooting a
one-over-par 73 in the first round. She finished the
tournament with a score of 147 after posUng a 74 in

aj
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Court**! of Now* «nd Information

Taking a shot: Junior Tracey Puckering swings during a golf
meet earlier this season The team placed third last weekend

the second round
Sophomores Michelle Boogaard and Tracey
Puckering both posted a 36-hole sane of 161 and
finished tied for 19th place Freshmen Ashley Smith
(162) and Caitlin Duval (165) finished in 15th and 30th
place, respectively.
Florida Southern College won the hximament
with a team score of 595. Other schools participating
included the University of West Florida (625), Drury
University (630) and Pfeiffer University (635).
Kim Ulander of Florida Southern captured the
individual title with the help of a four under 68 in the
second nxind. Also finishing in the top five was Sarah
Nicholson of West Florida (146). Tonya Choate of
See Golf, B8

Cubs in need
of
•
Tiger-like season
By Bill Selles
GVL Staff Writer

As the baseball regular season
winds down, it marks an exciting
time for Detroit Tigers’fans
For the first
time in years.
the Tigers will
make atrip to
; the playoffs.
• something
that seemed
unfathomable
just years after a
119-loss season.
Expectations
Selles
were low far the
Tigers cummg into the 2006 season,
but what was the 2006 season like
far teams with high expectations9
There is no bigger
disappointment than the kivahie
k«ers in Chicago Once again, the
Cubs came into the season with
what appeared lobe a ruck-solid
pitching staff, decent offense and
[ the chance to make a playoff run
However, they once again let down
their fans and limped through 2006.
eliminating any realistic fx^x of
a playoff run before the All-Star
break. They then solidified it with
the trade of Greg Maddux, the
injuries of Derrek Lee. Mark Prior
aral Kerry Wi»*J
So what will it take far the Cubs
to have a Tiger like experience in
200? ’ The answer is not quite as
easy as getting every*** healthy
fir the next season The Cubs have
proven year after year that having a
learn of talented players just is nut ’
enough to win
Going into 2007, the Cubs will
likely have a new manager at the
helm While nothing is official, it
appears Dusty Baker 's tone in the
Windy City is up While no one
of Tigers' manager Jim Leytand's
quality ■ available, former Cubs
catcher and current Florida Marlins
skipper Joe Gtrank will most
likely he Inokaig far a new home
Even with a new manager m the
•
.
!
;
•

See Football column, B8

Grand Valley State University presents

Fall Arts Celelrmt
knricliimj llic Arts and 11

•

If there was anything the
Grand Valley State University
football team had to do in order
to start playing
like the
classic Lakers
everyone
expects, the
team did it on
Saturday
So far
this season,
criticisms
have hovered Bussa
over the
heads of the Lakers Fans
admitted that the team has been
successful, but nut as dominant
as in yean past. With nearly
unobtainable standaids put on
them, the 200^2007 Laker,
showed Saturday that they are
just as good as any of their
predecessors
All the factors were present
in their 36-13 win against
Wayne State Univereity to
make fans realize they were
watching the same program
that has become a fixture in the
national championship game
This year's squad has all the
staple characteristics to be the
No. 1 team, and they were all
encompassed in Saturday's
single game.
No. 1 is surviving on the
mad. The Laken were in a tough
position going agaiast a team
(hat has changed drastically
in dynamic and was starting
to mount serious momentum.
GVSU’s head coach Chuck

Martin said earlier this week ■*
that WSU was pumped to be
playing well. Fie said he tlxtughi
GVSU’s conference nval could
have a real chance at beating the
defending national champion. ■
However, the Lakers stomped
the Wamora' spirits and did it all
in WSU’s own back yard.
No. 2 is scoring early. A
classic GVSU football game was
finished by halftime. Fans just
stuck an Kind to watch how far
(he scoring parade would go. In
Saturday's game, the Lakers did
just what Martin said they would
aim to do — pounce on the
Warriors early to get them down
on themselves. With 19 fust
quarter points and an additional
touchdown in the second, the
leakers may not have had the
game in hand with the 22-7 lead,
hut they surely had control
No. 3 is stifling defense A
defense does not have to score
a shutout to gam recognition for
being effective. In fact, shutouts
are hard to come by, even for
the Lakers who have one of the
top defeases in the conference.
Allow ing only 13 points in the
game flexed one of GVSU’s
stronger defensive games this
year, especially when taking into
account that the team was going
agaiast the conference's best
rusher, running back Joique Bell.
Let's not down play Bell's
amazing game tlxKigh. Bell
scored WSU’s two touchdowns
and ran far more than 200
yards, hut the leakers bn Might
in damage contml to put a halt
on the rest of the 10 players on

-s in

Wesl Mick

Sponsored by
The Mfey Banking ShoukJ Be '

Grand Valley's Fall Arts Celebration is a highly popular and anticipated annual
showcase for the arts, humanities, and liberal education in West Michigan.
Please join us again this fall for an entertaining and enlightening celebration.
Art Gallery Exhibit

Dance Stars of the New
Millennium V

Thursday, October 5, 5-7 p.m.
Opening reception with Rana Chalabi
Art Gallery
Performing Arts Center
Allendale Campus

Friday, October 27, 8 p.m. and
Saturday October 28, 2 p.m.
Louis Armstrong Theatre
Performing Arts Center
Allendale Campus
Dancers from America's foremost ballet companies,
including the New York City Ballet, perform with
the Grand Valley Dance Ensemble.
Evening performance followed by reception
Tickets: $20 general public; $10 Grand Valley faculty/
staff/students with ID; $5 children 12 years of age
and under. Call
*at (616) 222-4000 or (800)
585-3737 or visit www.starticketsplus.com

Exhibit schedule and hours:
October 4-November 3
M-F, 10 a.m.-5 p.m,; Th, 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
"Ancient Sites Revisited: Watercolors of Egyptian
Views by Rana Chalabi." Syrian-born, Cairo-based
Rana Chalabi has created a body of new work
depicting views of Egypt.
/K{

D*8 Sponsored by a gift from the URS Corporation
• and made possible, in part, by a grant from
~~.i
the Michigan Humanities Council, an affiliate
of the National Endowment for the Humanities

Poetry Night
Wednesday, October 11, 7 p.m.
L.V. Eberhard Center, 2nd floor
Robert C. Pew Grand Rapids Campus
Outstanding American poets Sharon Olds and Sonia
Sanchez share an evening of readings
and conversation.
Followed by reception and book signing
t t

Sponsored by gifts from Liesel and Hank Meijer;
Charles and Stella Royce, and made possible, in part by
“iT—a grant from the Michigan Humanities Council,
an affiliate of the National Endowment for the Humanities

For event details visit www.gvsu.edu/fallarts or call (616) 331-2100.

GrandVu.lly
State University
www.gvsu.edu

All events are free and open to the public unless noted.

See Cubs, ••
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Episode sparks
crowd discussion
on stereotypes
Accidental Encounters invites students
to analyze stereotypes found in ‘Crash’
my mind to attempt to fill in the
gray areas Some people don't
know the views of minorities, and
that makes me feel eerie ”
Dasgupta said the program
challenged him because he
normally feels the need to control
discussions on such topics. This
time, he said he let others control
the discussion.
‘They needed to have their
voice so they can find others with
a similar mind set,” he said.
The program explained the
tripartite model of racism. The
tripartite model shows nor only
individual thoughts and actions,
which Steinfeldt labeled as only
the "tip of the iceberg." but also
institutional and cultural racism.
It was the drawing of attention
to these two “deeper" forms of
racism that was the emphases of
the program, she said.
The event also showed
individuals how to integrate a
realization of racism into then
everyday lives. Steinfeldt said.
"Even though it’s small, this
event helped me learn to stop and
think about what I say. because
some words may offend people
without you being aware that they
do.” Clark said.
Dasgupta said he constantly
reminds himself to be conscious
of what he says and does.
'The event definitely helped
to give me a platform to talk
to residents about the issue of
racism." he added.
Accidental Encounters gave
Clark some ideas that she may be
able to use in her professional life,
she said.
"Some of the realizations
I’ve made are things that will
help me in the work force when
working with people different
than myself." she said.

By Nathan Northrup
GVL Stttf Writer
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Coping *vith change: When daily sunlight decreases, some students experience seasonal depression The Counseling and Career Development Center will otte< free and
confidential depression screenings on Thursday as part of National Depression Screening Day

Center’s screenings to
confront depression
Free depression screenings
for GVSU students start
. Thursday
0

By Angela Harris
GVL laker Life Hditor
0

•
As the weather turns colder and sunlight
. becomes limited, some students begin feeling
• depressed.
To identify this possibility, the Counseling
and Career Development Center at Grand
Valley State University will take pan
;• in National Depression Screening Day
Thursday.
According to a recent study in the
American College Health Association's
National College Health Assessment. 15
percent of students reported that depression
affected their academic performance
Signs of depression may include crying
a lot. sleeping more or less, an increase or
decrease in appetite and no longer finding
• pleasure in activities, said Samantha
) Scapinello, a doctoral intern at the center.

Other signs include difficulty focusing
in class, taking notes, making decisions
and. more severely, thinking about death or
suicide, Scapinello said.
"One thing to keep in mind is the reason
for the depressed mood,’’ she added “If
someone did poor on an exam or just went
through a break-up with a partner, that's a
valid reason to be depressed But if there is
no valid reason, you generally want to move
more quickly."
She said she suggests waiting a week or
two after a friend begins showing signs of
depression following a traumatic event before
suggesting that individual see a counselor.
However, cases occurring for no apparent
reason should be reported after no more
than a week. Scapinello added. If students
are having suicidal thoughts, friends should
immediately contact a resident assistant or
the counseling center, she said.
Students may begin to feel depressed
this time of year because of the weather,
less sunlight and fewer opportunities to
outside and be active. Scapinello said.
"Everyone is sensitive to light." she said.
Less light may mean an increase in

depression, she added
She also said some students suffer from
seasonal affective disorder, a depressive
condition occurring during the winter or
summer
On option that students have if they are
feeling depressed is to talk to counselors at the
center. Scapinello said. In addition, students
may encourage friends who seem depressed
to get out and have fun. she added
"People who arc depressed tend to stay
in bed. which only feeds it," Scapinello said.
"Encourage friends to go to the movies,
exercise. It is really good for them. They may
not have fun at first but getting out helps "
Those affected can check out self-help
workbooks at the center, she added.
For students who think they might be
depressed or want to be screened, the center
will conduct screenings on both the Allendale
and Pew campuses Thursday. Screening
is available at the center from 9 a.m. to 5
p.nv The center’s counselors perform the
screenings in Kleiner Commons and the
lobby in the Kirkhof Center from 10 a.m. to 2

By Matt Marn
GVl. Staff Writer

u

When a door closes in a
person's life, another may
open somewhere else.
Jane Toot, dean of the
College of Health Professions,
•aid while doors will be
closed, there is usually another
door open somewhere, which
can lead a person in a new
direction.
Toot was the latest to speak
to students and faculty in
the Her Story series, which
features a lineup of female
kpeakers from the Grand Valley
State University community.
"We focused on younger
women." she said. "Women
like me have had careers that
were difficult to develop, but
it worked out just fine."
Many people often hear
about
women
balancing
families and careers, but Toot
•aid when she first started her
career, women were usually
expected to stay at home
“Don't take 'no' as a closed
<Joor." she added “Find what
is important to you and find
another day to do it."
Toot originally wanted to be

a veterinarian, but at the time,
women were not accepted into
the field, she said. Instead,
she went into health care,
working with polio patients at
Mary Free Bed Rehabilitation
Hospital in Grand Rapids.
As she traveled to different
universities to pursue her
degrees and continue her
career in health care and
education. Toot said she was
repeatedly
rejected
from
university
programs.
But
rather than giving up. she
found other institutions that
accepted her, she explained
Marlene Kowalski-Braun.
director of the GVSU Women’s
Center, said the presentation
went very well.
"Every
Her
Story
is
completely unique in how it's
told,” Kowalski-Braun said. "I
think every one is a success."
She
added
that
Toot
wanted to pass on optimism
and experience to staff and
students.
"There's so much we can
learn from people's lives."
Kowalski-Braun said. "Every
story has nuggets of wisdom
we can apply to our lives. I
have never been to a Her Story
presentation where I didn't
take something away."
Kathleen Rent, executive
assistant for the Hauenstein
Center for Presidential Studies,
said she was impressed by
Toot's ability to be successful
in choosing different routes.

1525 S Beacon Boulevard
Grand Haven, Ml 49417
(616)

“Jane's a friend of mine,
and I never knew those things
about her." she said. "It was
very inspirational, especially
for students. Jane was uble
to turn ‘nos* into challenges,
and then she overcame the
challenge."
Rent
added
that
any
students going into a health
profession should watch the
video recording of Toot’s
presentation.
"It’s such a
valuable
lesson," she said. "If someone
says no to you, just find a
way to get uround it. I wish
I could have heard someone
like her speak when 1 was
much younger, just going into
college."
Students were lucky to hear
Toot speak. Rent added.
"I'm glad Jane can be a role
model to students at Grand
Valley," she said. "I’m glad
she’s in our midst."
GVSU freshman Sammi
Krystiniak said she liked

how Toot managed to juggle
her family and professional
career.
"A lot of women want a
family and a career," she
said. “She showed she can do
both."
Freshman Tierney Smith
said she can relate to the
presentation.
"This was motivating." she
said. "She went through where
women weren’t accepted, and
she overcame it all. It was not
just facts and dates. It was a
story you could relate to.”
Wilderness

iressions
Ktttih Anr m/A Coffee uuU. Urn -

363 Cummings NW
Grand Rapids, Ml 49534
(616) 791-6660

GVL Events
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SUBMIT YOUR 0

Need a quiet
place to study?

i

10% Off for Students
Gourmet Coffee, Espresso. Latte's
Frozen Dnnks

i

500 Off i

i

any drink

Free Wireless Connection
Fresh Baked Goods
Quiet, Relaxing Lodge Atmosphere

Off Lake Michigan Drive Behind the Pentuoil Station

THE CLOSEST
HOTEL TO
HOME.

MOTMAN'S
Orchards & Farm Market
0-2617 River Hill Dr (4‘/i miles W of Standole on M-45)
Open B-7. Closed Sunday

• Full Kitchens In Every
Room
• Complimentary Hot
Breakfast Buffet Deity
• Comptlmentery Dinner
(Monday Thursday)
• Free High Speed Internet
Access

(414)477-1525

Always fresh homegrown produce

OPEN
WEDNESDAY

Resilience
Inn

842-4720

%

See Depression, B8

Dean shares Her Story with GVSU
| Jane Toot explains
L how she balances
l her family life with
• a career as part of
? series

Grand Valley State University
students packed the Hills Living
Center’s great room Wednesday
to participate in Accidental
Encounters
Jesse Steinfeldt, a doctoral
intern for the Counseling Center,
presented the program
The event featured an indepth discussion of stereotypes in
American society. The discussion
was derive from watching an
episode of the Oprah Winfrey
show, which featured the cast of
the academy-award winning film
"Crash"
"Crash" is a movie everyone
should own because it is an
"unflinching.
mvholds-barred
look at racism in America."
Winfrey said on her show.
Though the film itself was
not shown. GVSU junior Sunny
Dasgupta said he thought it
sparked good conversations about
different racial views.
“I felt comfortable coming
to an environment where open
discussion of a controversial
topic with people of similar and
different views was encouraged."
Dasgupta said.
GVSU sophomore Jamie
Clark said the discussion was
necessary.
“Growing up. I wasn't from
a very diverse area" Clark said.
"An important part of becoming a
liberally educated person is taking
advantage of the opportunity to
talk openly with people different
than yourself."
The event challenged some
to take a new perspective on the
issue of racism.
The dialogue gave me a light
bulb." said GVSU freshman lesha
Stepp. “I felt like I had to speak

September 6th
Grandville

Free Breakfast
Indoor Hot Tub and Pool
Free High Speed Internet

14SI Rlvertown Point Ct.

(800)331-3131

Close to Downtown end Lain Michigan

J
.

(tli) 1)1 noo
residentetnngrandvltle com
10 MILES FROM GVSU

Virtual Tour available online at www bcstwrMtMn rom/boac oninr

i

All GV Students Receive 10% Off
purchases of *5.°° or more.
Must present college ID.
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GVSU to celebrate author’s works
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Alternative Breaks to host first weekend trip
Grand Valley State University •tudents have the opportunity
to partake in the first weekend trip hosted by Alternative
Breaks.
The trip, running Oct. 20-22, will take place in East
Michigan at a humane society during its annual fund-raiser.
The cost of the trip is $43 per participant and includes a Tshirt. meals, transportation and housing for the weekend.
“Weekend trips are a great way to see what AB is all about,**
said John Ranville. Alternative Breaks weekend chair. “The
weekend trips are also a wonderful way to meet new people
and serve another community.**
Applications for the trip are available at the Student
Organization Center in the Kirkhof Center and are due by 5
p m on Oct. 12.
For further information, contact Alternative Breaks at
ASBWstudent.gvsu.edu or Ranville at ranvilljWstudcnt.gvsu.
edu.
Applications due for planning boards
Deadlines for both the Leadership Summit Planning
Board and the Dance Marathon Planning Board are today.
Applications can be found in the Student Organization Center
or online and must be submitted immediately.
The Leadership Summit Planning Board application can be
found at http://www.gvsu.edu/leadership or students can apply
at http://www.studentlife.gvsu.edu/signmeup.
The application for the Dance Marathon Planning Board
can be accessed through http://www.gvsu.edu/service.
In addition, applications for Homecoming Regents are due
Wednesday and can be found at http://www.studentlife.gvsu.
edu/signmeup.

Students’ interest
elicits Flannery
O’Conner Conference
to promote her work
By Angela Harris
GVL Laker Life Hditor

Five Grand Valley State
University graduate students*
scholarly papers set the tone
for the upcoming Flannery
O’Connor Conference.
Their papers, on novelist
O’Connor, were presented at five
regional and national conferences
during summer 2(X)5. One of
the students published an essay
in “The Flannery O’Connor
Review.’’
As a result of those
presentations and a continued
interest in O'Connor's works,
GVSU will host the conference
on the Pew Campus in honor of
her accomplishments beginning
Thursday.

“Any student who wrestles
with the question of alternate
reality should be there.” said Avis
Hewitt. English professor and
conference organizer. “Christian
dogma is not anti-intellectual but
can be highly intellectual.'*
The goal of the conference
is to help widen and deepen
students’ reading of O’Connor,
since they need to think about
the possibilities of an alternative
reality. Hewitt said.
“These days in class, students
are made to feel that arguing
from a religious standpoint is
shallow and naive.** she added.
“It is important to know that a
sacrificial point of reality can be
deeply intellectually honest and
generative.**
The event commences with
performances of O’Connor's
fiction done by Judy E. Yordon
from Ball State University,
performances
by
GVSU’s
Gospel Choir and a talk from the
current president of the Flannery
O’Connor
Society,
Robert
Donahoo.

Donahoo will present on
the current controversies in
O'Connor studies, especially
those between the “true believers
and the apostates.” Hewitt said.
Anthony Di Renzo of Ithaca
College in New York will deliver
the keynote address. And the
Violent Bear It Away: Flannery
O’Connor and the Menace of
Apocalyptic Terrorism.
Jason Coffey, who played the
lead role in “The Secret Garden"
on campus last year, will sing
O'Connor's “Tantum Ergo ’’
This portion of the conference
is open to the public, and Hewitt
said anyone may attend
“It is a profoundly important
intellectual debate," she said.
She added that today’s society
lives in a state of “palpable
fear "
“Just (the other day) a 16year-old was shot in a school,"
Hewitt said. "O’Connor (had a
way) to confront the daily fear
of violence from the basis of
alternative grace."
The conference continues on

Students protest against
corporate production decisions

Student volunteers needed for Make a Difference Day
Grand Valley State University students interested in
participating in Make a Difference Day on Oct. 28 can sign up
at http://www.studentlife.gvsu.edu/signmeup.
During Make a Difference Day. students will volunteer at
local non-profit agencies in Grand Rapids.
Students are asked to apply by Oct. 13.
For more information, contact the Community Service
Learning Center at (616) 331-2468 or by e-mail at
volunteercenterWgvsu.edu.
Awareness Expo comes to GVSU
The Organization for the Advancement of Disabled Students
will host its Awareness Expo on Oct. 6. The event will be in
the Grand Valley Stale University Fieldhouse Arena from 4:30
to 8:30 p.m.
Features include a car and technology display, free food
and hands-on activities. Participants may also learn sign
language.
The event will be followed by a free concert by Three Men
and a Tenor at 9 p.m. Free tickets to the concert are available
at the 2020 Information Desk or the Pew Campus Student
Services with a valid GVSU student identification card.

GVl Aihky Comtlock

Friday and Saturday with various
presentations of scholarly papers
during breakout sessions.
In addition. 80 national
and international scholars will
present, including Linda Chown,
GVSU
English
professor.
Douglas
Montagna. GVSU
American History professor and
Sister Lucia Treanor of GVSU’s
writing department.
On Friday. Hewitt will
join GVSU students Michelle
Sanchez. Adam Bowers. Mandy
McGill and Phil Clifford to
enact O'Connor’s story. “The
Comforts of Home,” on Friday
from noon to 2 p.m.
Friday and Saturday’s portion
of the conference is closed
to the public and requires a
$100 registration fee, but those
interested in only attending one
day can do so for $50. Hewitt
said.
For more information on the
conference, visit http://www.
g v su. edu/oconnor.

Grand Valley State University
students and members
of Students Against
Sweatshops participated
in a short-lived protest
in front of the Victoria's
Secret at Grand Rapids'
Woodland Mall on Sunday.
The students were part
of a nationwide attempt
by similar groups to raise
awareness about Victoria's
Secret's decision to move
production from the Gina
Form Factory in Thailand
to a factory in China The
location in Thailand made
progress in gaming union
and labor rights for workers,
however, China does not
allow such unions to exist.
After being removed from
the mall by police, group
members said they plan
to meet with a larger
congregation of protestors
in Lansing, Mich.
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Bloody Sundays
*4.°° Burgers & Fries 2fm-8pm
*2.°° Bud Light Drafts 2iv 8tm
*3.°° Bloody Mary Bar All Day & All Night!
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Canadian overpass collapses, kills four

World news In Brief

Three gubernatorial debates
to take place in October

(AP) — All take place from 8
to 9 p.m. EOT.
— Debate 1, on Monday, will
be moderated by Tun Skubick
of Michigan Public Television
and Charlie Cain of The Detroit
News and take place at WKAR
TV studios at Michigan Stale
University in East Lansing.
There will be no studio audience
Each candidate will get one
minute for a closing statement,
and candidates will get equal
time to speak.
— Debate 2, on Oct. 10. will
be moderated by Suzanne Geha
of WOOD-TV and take place at
WOOD studios in Grand Rapids
Questions will be asked by a
three-person panel of journalists
that will include Mike Wendland
of the Detroit Free Press and
one person each from WDFVTV in Detroit and WOOD-TV.
Each candidate will be allowed
to select eight people that are
family members, campaign staff
members or state party chairmen
to be part of the studio audience,
which must remain silent during
the debate.
— Debate 3, on Oct 16, will
be moderated by Chuck Stokes
of WXYZ-TV and take place at
WXYZ studios in Southfield.
TWo WXYZ news anchors will
ask questions of the candidates
during the first half of the debate,
then prescreened questions will
be asked by the studio audience
The audience will consist of
about 30 undecided, independent,
nonpartisan voters from Wayne.
Oakland and Macomb counties
selected by pollster Tim Kiska or
his company. The audience must
remain silent during the debate.
Five people found dead in
South Carolina

NORTH CHARLESTON.
S.C. (AP) — Five people were
found dead in a home Saturday,
and all appeared to have been
shot, police said.
No
motive
has
been
identified.
Officers discovered
the
bodies in the mobile home after
a neighbor called police when
no one answered a knock at the
door.

Four people die, six
are injured when
an overpass on
Highway 19 near
Montreal caves in
By Phil Couvrette
Associated Press Writer

LAVAL. Quebec (AP) - Quebec
provincial police said Sunday (hat at
least four pei^le were killed when
their cars were crushed in the collapse
of an overpass near Montreal.
Spokeswoman Isabelle Gendron
said three people were found dead
in me car after Satunlay's collapse,
while the fourth person killed was
the dnver of another car trapped by
falling concrete in Laval. Gendron
said it was not clear yet whether
anyone else was m the second car.
The vehicles wot crushed so
badly they barely reached the knees
of one firefighter when they were
lifted from under tons of concrete
rubble early Sunday.
Drivers on Highway 19 in the
Greater Montreal Area slammed m
their brakes and watched in hixror as
(he overpuss slowly collapsed shortly
before I pm Satuiday. sending
cars plunging and crushing the two
vehicles.
Manon July had just dropped
her daughter oft at dance school and
was in her car about to drive onto
Highway 19.
“I slowed down and then all of
a sudden everything collapsed like
a house of cards," she said There
were three or four cars that plunged
into the hole nght in hunt of me ”
Police said six people were
injured, including two who were
tested in enbeal condition The six
were in two cars, a minivan and on
a motorcycle that all plunged into the
void
Quebec
provincial
police
spokeswoman Chantal Macke Is
said Saturday that three lanes of the
overpass plus a pedestrian sidewalk
collapsed onto Highway 19. She said
four vehicles — a motorcycle, two
cars and a minivan — were on the
overpass at the time
One witness told TVA television

AP Photo / Ryan Rtmiori
Assessing the damage Rescue workers survey the site of an overpass that collapsed onto Highway 19 m Laval, Que on Saturday Four people were killed, su were
injured and police say there may be more trapped under the rubble

network he noticed that the road
sunk an inch or two w hen he traveled
over the overpass minutes earlier, so
he called emergency dispatchers
Jean-Nicolas Uncotte, who lives
near the overpass, was woken up by
the collapse.
“I was sleeping when the large
crash woke me up. At first I thought
it was an earthquake or an accident.
I looked out the window and heard
people screaming." Turcottc sakl
"And I saw large puffs of smoke
rising.”
Claude Canton was painting his
house just oft the highw ay w hen he

heard a loud hang He said he saw
two cars that were stuck under rubble
and one started to catch fire hefewr
police put it out w ith extinguishers.
Aenal helicopter shots showed
two passenger cars and a van on
their hacks or on the sides over the
wreckage of the collapsed overpass,
bkx'king traffic for miles. Authorities
ckwed the bndge farther down
connecting Laval with the island on
Montreal to its south.
The incident was similar to the
21100 collapse of an overpass, also on
the island of Laval north of Montreal,
w hich killed inc and injured two.
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Levin, Stabenow split over
terror suspect interrogation

WASHINGTON (AP) Michigan Democratic U.S. Sens.
Carl Levin and Debbie Stabenow
split over a proposal to prosecute
and interrogate tenor suspects
last week, as Congress adjourned
until after Election Day.
Levin voted against a
detainee bill that would create
military
commissions
to
prosecute terrorism suspects. It
would prohibit abuses such as
mutilation and rape but would
give the president room to
decide which other interrogation
techniques are permissible.
NATO to take control of
troops in Afghanistan

KABUL, Afghanistan (AP)
— America’s direct control
of military operations in
Afghanistan will dwindle to a
single air base within days as
the NATO alliance assumes a
nationwide command that places
12.000 more U.S. troops under
its authority, a spokesman for the
alliance said Sunday.
The
expansion
will
consolidate military command
under top NATO leader British
Lt. Gen. David Richards and
phase out the role of U.S. Lt.
Gen. Karl Eikenberry. whose
troops will be transferred to
NATO, said Mark Laity, an
alliance spokesman in Kabul
One dead, one arrested
after CB radio argument

VANCOUVER. Wash (AP)
— A man was six* to death
Saturday in a mall parking lot
following an argument about
citizens band radio, police said.
Kenneth Eichhom. 47, died
after surgery at Southwest
Washington Medical Center,
police said. Jon William
Loveless. 44. was arrested for
investigation of second-degree
murder
The two men apparently did
not know each other but got
into an argument over CB radio
before they met at the mall. Both
men were armed, police said
The nature of the argument was
not disclosed
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Assuming new responsibilities: New Thai Interim Prime Minister Surayud
Chulanont bows during his sweanng-m ceremony at the Government House m
Bangkok. Thailand Sunday

NOW LEASING
FOR 2007/2008!

Retired army commander
tn hp npw nrimp minkfpr
By Michael Casey
Associated Press Writer

BANGKOK. Thailand (AP)
— Retired army commander Gen.
Surayud Chulanunt was swum in
Sunday as interim pome minister
following the announcement of a
tempi wary constitution that reserved
considerable powers for Thailand's
military coup makers
The announcement, following his
endorsement by the country's King
Bhumihnl Adulyadej. was widely
expected. The cabinet ls expected to
be announced later this week
Surayud. 63. told reprrters
Sunday that his pncxities would
be tackling the ingoing Muslim
insurgency in sixithem Thailand
and bringing unity to a country
divided by the policies of his existed
predecessor. Thaksin Shtnaw atra
“It was injustice that caused
problems in politics and the sixith."
Surayud said referring to Thaksin
regime and the Muslim msugency
“1 urge everytxxly to help solve the
two problems, and unity is needed tn
deal with them "
Surayud, who spent 40 yean
m the military, is seen as surname
who could help stabilize the political
situaOon following the Sept. 19
coup
"Gen. Surayud has been trusted
to become a new prime minister.'"
said axg> leader Gen Scxidhi
Boixiy aratkalin. reading from a royal
command The king has appointed
him tn administer the onunby from
now on.”

Sondhi said the new prune
minister and government will run
the country, and fresh elections
arc expected to be held as early as
October 2007.
IXmng his military career.
Surayud earned praise fix his deft
handling of the sensitive holer
with embattled Cambodia during
the 1980s. Upon his appointment
as army axnmander. he engineered
a majix restructuring of the military,
increasing professHxialism and
keeping officers ixit of politics
"Surayud has many foUoweiv
People trust him and he ls ex*
of the very few army men who
valued denxvraOc principles," said
Surat Hcxachaikul. a professor at
Chulakxigkcxn University. “He was
the best candidate fix this job "
Meanwhile, television stations
anrxxmced .Sunday that the king
had endorsed the new oosntutxo.
w hich will replace the 1997 charter
that was abolished Sept. 19 when
military officers seized power from
Thaksin
The new rulers say the previous
cunsdtutKO
had
loo
many
"kx^hotes" that allowed Thaksin
and his cronies to abuse power and
engage ai w idespread exemption.
Under
the
new
interim
cixtstitutxo. the council gave itself
the power to remove the rooming
provisional government's prune
minister and Cabinet members,
approve the selection of a Natural
Assembly speaker and have final say
ext a 1 (XV member amrruttee that
will write the next cimsUtutron.

9 A12 Month Leases Available
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$ 100 bonus check to any current
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Now offering FREE
Cable and Internet
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Check out our new Web sites

10485 48th Avenue. Suite A
(616) 895-6060
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Strange, but true
GREENSBURG, Pr (AP)
— A man accused of theft arrived
for a preliminary hearing wearing
a cardboard box on his head in an
effort to conceal his identity
Justin Michael Kalich. 26. wore
the box at the suggestion of his
lawyer while he waited outside a
judge’s office for an appointment
Thursday morning
“I’m trying to think outside of
the box. so to speak.” said attorney
Jeff Leonard.
Leonard said the move was
prompted by concerns over
whether a witness would be able
to identify his client in connection
with a July theft of reel wire.
The witness might see a photo
lineup before his client went into
the courtroom for a hearing, he
‘This was kind of a simple way
to force the commonwealth to meet
its burden without the defendant
having to reveal his identity.”
Leonard said.
Charges were dropped at the
hearing when Kalich reached an
agreement to pay for the wire,
valued at less than $600. according
to Leonard and police.

BAKERSFIELD. Calif. (AP)
— A burglar who made himself at
home after a break-in overstayed
his visit, police said.
Lance11 us Angelo Scott, 23. had
ordered a pizza and was doing a
load of laundry Wednesday when
Denise Bealessio returned home
from work
Bealessio. 51. amved just as the
pizza did. She turned the delivery
driver away and w as met inside the
door by Scott
Scott attacked, but Bealessio
was able to escape unharmed.
A neighbor called police, who
found Scon rummaging through
Bealessio's purse. He had written
one of Bealessio s checks to pay
for the pizza.
He was arrested on suspicion
of burglary, robbery and forgery
and was being held Friday in Kem
County Jail in lieu of $85,000 bail.
Scon used to live next door.
Bealessio said.

DES MOINES. Iowa (AP) - A
man has been ordered to pay more
than $13,000 to former neighbors
he spied upon while sitting naked
in his house.
A jury on Thursday ordered
William Andnanse, 59. to pay
damages to Julie Weissinger, 40,
who said she and her family were
so upset they had to move away.
Andnanse pleaded guilty in
2004 to harassment and public
exposure. After the Weissingers
filed their lawsuit, he countersued,
claiming his neighbors violated his
privacy by videotaping him with a
night-vision camera they burrowed
from police.
Court records show that
Andnanse c laimed J u lie We issinger
provoked his actions by “walking
around in the house wearing a
black teddy and bending over.”
The police report said Andnanse
thought it was a mutual act and that
he did not know Weissinger was
“an unwilling participant "
Weissinger
denied
such
behavior, saying the event was
traumatic, causing sleepless nights,
prompting her to seek therapy and
raising concerns for her family’s
safety.

a play The note was a prop, police
Directive Brian Zasadny told The
Ann Arbor News.
Zasadny tracked down the
customer Wednesday The man
explained he was involved in the
play, “Retreat from Moscow ”

BANGKOK. Thailand (AP)
— Thailand's military coup
leaders may be losing their sense
of humor.
Five days after instructing
soldiers to keep smiling, the ruling
council has decided there is a limit
to how much fun soldiers should
have.
The council ruled Wednesday
that sexy dancers are forbidden
near tanks and tourists are no kmger
permitted to handle weapons when
posing for photographs with troops
deployed in Bangkok
The military toppled Prime
Minister Thaksin Shinawatra in a
bloodless coup Sept. 19. As soon
as the danger of violence subsided,
the troops mingled freely with
residents and foreigners and their
tanks became a tourist attraction.
Hundreds had photos snapped
of themselves posing with the
soldiers.
At first, the ruling generals
turned a blind eye when a troupe of
go-go dancers with naked midriffs
and sexy camouflaged pants
performed in front of the tanks.
They were followed the next day
by dancers in traditional attire.
But
Wednesday,
Deputy
Supreme
Commander
Gen.
Boonsang Niempradit said the gogo dancing was “not appropriate "
"We have to maintain the
seriousness of the coup.” said
Lt. Gen. Palangoon Klaham. a
military spokesman. “The police
should ensure that provocative
performances are kept at a distance
from soldiers while they are on
duty’

ANN ARBOR. Mich (AP)
— Dry cleaners find all kinds
of things hiding in the clothes
of their customers, but probably
nothing like the note found in one
customer’s clothing that began.
“You have committed a murder.”
Employees
called
police,
feanng the note described a
murder-suicide plot.
The note read: “You have
committed a murder, but no one
believes it. All I can do is kill
myself, then everyone will see
what you have done.”
It was signed. “Your wife.
Alice”
ll turns out the owner of the
sport coat is an actor involved in

lanthornegvsu edu

--------- King Crossword
ACROSS
1 Blue gem
6 Filch
9 Magna •
laude
12 Addis
follower
13 Raw rock
14 Lawyers’ org.
15 Danger
16 Ideal
18 Attack
20 Fervor
21 Put in
23 Brewery
product
24 Beginning of
life?
25 Quartet
halves
27 Command
29 Church
custodian
31 Highly skilled
people
35 “Rags to
riches"
author
37 TV chef
Moulton
38 Get up
41 Archery-bow
wood
43 Predetermine
44 Four Comers
St.
45 Man’s hat
47 Sunshade
49 Mature
52 Lemieux
milieu
53 Kyoto

cummerbund 8 Apiece
54 Where the
9 Basketball
player
action is
10 WWII vessel
55 • Moines
56 Hallucinogen 11 Virile
17 Portuguese
letters
57 Schlepped
island group
19 In accompa
niment
DOWN
1 Once around 21 Billboards
22 Payable
2 Honest
24 Nourished
politician
3 Contradiction 26 Verse
28 Showed guts
in terms
4 Wading bird 30 In need of
repair
5 Taco topping
32 Castle wall
6 Office
machine
33 Numerical
prefix
7 Exam format

34 Succumb to
gravity
36 One may be
shadowed
38 Flavorful
39 Vestige
40 Buenos 42 In the - way
(very much)
45 Watch
pockets
46 Puerto 48 Scale
member
50 Away from
WSW
51 Actor Beatty

€> 2006 King Features Synd . Inc.
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Find answers on B5

by Linda Thistle
CEDAR
RAPIDS.
Iowa
(AP) — A man who police say
was caught with two pounds of
marijuana allegedly told officers
the drug wasn't his because he
stole it
Bradley Robison. 18. of
Cedar Rapids, was charged with
possession of marijuana with intent
to deliver and failure to affix a drug
tax stamp
When police found him with
the marijuana, he said he had
stolen it from a nearby business
that he had just broken into, court
records show.
Linn County Attorney Harold
Denton said it doesn’t matter how
Robison got the marijuana — only
that he had it
"If you steal it you steal it and
you possess it” Denton said. “It’s
a double whammy.*'
Robison was caught by officers
after they saw him running from
the area early Tuesday, police
said
A burglary charge was being
considered but had not been
immediately filed.
The investigation also led to a
possession with intent to deliver
charge being filed against Ruban
Rivas. 36. for allegedly having
the marijuana at the business that
Robison broke into, court records
show
Both men were taken to jail but
later released
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64th Street
Townhomes

Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and each
small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.
DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: * * *
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Feeling like a good movie?
Cinemark in Rivertown Cross
ings Mall and the Woodland
Mall area have movies playing
every day! Check out www.cinemark.com for movies times.
Don't let the cost of books
weigh you down. Let Brian's
Books save you money on your
new and used textbooks. Ask
an upperclassman. Brian's is
the better bookstore. Located
across from the water tower on
Allendale campus and on Fulton
Street near downtown Grand
Rapids campus.
Lights out when not in use help
to save energy in simple ways.
Thanks for your help Facility
Services.
Do you like to go bowling?
Every Wednesday from 9:30
pm-12midnight. Fairlanes hosts
College Night. 3 games plus
shoes for just $6.00! Also, there
are many dhnk and food spe
cials. Bring friends for a great
night out! 3335 Fairlanes Ave.,
Grandville. 616-534-6038
FREE
CLASSIFIEDS
FOR
GVSU STUDENTS, FACULTY,
AND STAFF. TWO INSER
TIONS PER ORDER, 25
WORDS OR LESS, SUBJECT
TO QVL APPROVAL. MUST
ORDER THROUGH GVSU
E-MAIL VIA LANTHORN.COM
WEBSITE. CLICK ON
‘‘CLASSIFIEDS" UNDER
"FEATURES" AND FOLLOW
DIRECTIONS. IF YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS CALL 331-2460.

Grand Woods Lounge intro
duces Cabin Fever Thursdays!
Drink specials and great times
with friends. Drinks, grub,
grooves.
Visit
www.woodslounge.com or call
616-451 -4300 for directions.
Enter to Win $10,000! Every
time you use an LMCU ATM on
Campus, you can enter to WIN!
Locations
In
Commons.
42nd/Pierce, Rec. Center. Kirkhof Center. Kleiner Commons.
Call
616-242-9790
or
1-800-242-9790
There's a real farm close to you!
Located right off of M-45 Motman's always has fresh home
grown produce and is open
Monday-Saturday from 8 a.m.-7
p.m. All Grand Valley students
receive a 10% discount off a
purchase of $5.00 or more. Call
with questions 616-677-1525
Good food, great prices! Mr.
Gyro’s has American, Mediter
ranean, and Indian Cuisine and
offers 15% off all food for stu
dents. Also, take time to study
with their FREE wifi Internet!
3900 Lake Michigan Drive,
Grand Rapids 616-791-6660

PERSONALS
ROOMMATES
Roommate male/female. Close
to zoo. One block from bus
route. 4 bedroom house. Clean,
dishwasher, washer/dryer. $350
♦ utilities. (616) 460-4150

SERVICES
Gospel Recording Studio 6

long demo only $99.00. Produc
tion provided 616-734-9779
All services are confidential and
low cost. We offer free con
doms. birth control, emergency
contraception, and STD testing.
There are four locations within
the Allendale and Grand Rapids
area. Visit our website for addi
tional information www.mlOttawa.org/health
The hotel closest to campus is
only 1 block NW of GVSU We
have 60 spacious guestrooms
and suites which include
high-speed internet Free conti
nental breakfast and there's an
indoor pool. Please call to re
serve a room at 616-892-8000
Tanning for students located at
4533 Ivanrest In Grandville. Dis
counts on tanning offered for
students Refer to coupons lo
cated within the paper Please
call for further information
616-261-5651

WANTED

CONGRATULATIONS
BIRTHDAYS
EMPLOYMENT
100 workers needed. Assemble
crafts, wood items. Materials
provided. To $480+/week, Free
information package 24 hours.
801-428-4260
Mystery Shoppers. Earn up to
$150 per day. Exp. not required.
Undercover shoppers needed
to judge retail and dining estab
lishments. Call 800-722-4791
PART TIME INCOME Good
starting pay, flexible schedules,
customer sales/service, no ex
perience
necessary.
Call
241 -6303 or apply at
workforstudents.com

Office and Professional posi
tions available in various indus
tries and fields. Apply at
www.axiosincorporated.com or
contact us at 616-726-8483
Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience nec
essary. Training provided. Age
18+ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520.
ext. 226
The Grand Valley Lanthorn is
looking for Illustrators for spe
cial projects and political car
toons. $25 to $100 per project.
Bring samples of work to 100
Commons. Call for an appoint
ment. 331-2464

FOR SALE
For Sale. 1999 Jeep Cherokee
Sport. 4 door. 4 wheel drive.
Runs great must sell. $5000 or
best
offer.
Call
Jon
616-560-7176
EVISU GENES Discount Prices

on superb Quality Jeans (start
ing at $65!) Regular Price $300,
Hot, Call Morris Wilson O
(313)690-5443
or
wilsonmoOstudent.gvsu.edu

HOUSING
64th Street Apartments. FREE
Internet. Cable and Central Air)
Washer & Dryer in each unit. 4
Bedrooms. 2 Bath. Close to
GVSU. 10 to 12 month leases
available. $900/month. 3 people
max. Call 616-957-5680

5SC/word
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50C/word
4SC/word
40C/word

HOUSING

OPPORTUNITIES

Jenison, 865 Baldwin, 4 bed
room. $995.00 per month.
616-454-4098 or www.concordproperties.net.
Copper Beech is a great place
to live and is so close to the Al
lendale campus. We have ex
tremely spacious units and are
leasing for 2007-2008. Stop in
or call us at (616) 895-2900.
Off Campus Housing- starting
at $280.00/month. 2 bedroom,
1 bath. Price includes utilities
except electric. Optional den.
Call Cottonwood Forest Condo
miniums O 616-457-3714
Country Place Apartments and
Hillcrest Townhomes offer a
great location and even better
price for students. Now offering
free internet and cable for
2007-2008. Stop by the leasing
office or call 616-895-6060 It's
only a bus ride away!
Apartment Finders! We help you
find better studios, apartments,
and townhomes at lower prices,
starting $419/month, $125
Apartment Rebate Available,
300 Apartments & Retails on
line, 800-520-2463, www.gopromo.com

GVL Events
Calendar
(@ Lanthorn.com)

SUBMIT YOUR OWN EVENTS!

New Homes for sale 1/2 mile
from GVSU. 1275 sq.ft. Ranch
3 bedrooms. 2 full baths, deck,
lower level for additional 4th
bedroom 3rd bath and large
family room $156,900. Other
homes and building sites
available.
Call M. Kooster
293-0806
Score big savings! Close to
GVSU. Great floor plans and
approved pets are invited. Stu
dio, one and two bedroom
apartments are available. Visit
www.eenhoorn.com or call
(616)453-7999

lakcshf >rc Pregnancy Center of Allendale
1132S SVh Avenue
Allendale, Ml 49-401

Looking for a change of scen
ery? Check out the Lofts. Lo
cated in downtown Grand Rap
ids. Call (616) 234-0100 or email
us at loftOeenhoorn.com

(behind McDonalds)

616-895-1893

For Rent: Allendale Grand Val
ley off campus housing. 1
month free rent. Large 2 story 4
bedroom house. Very clean and
less than 5 minutes from Allen
dale campus. Two story 5 bed
room house on same location.
We snow plow and cut the
grass. Can have up to 5 tenants
in house. For more information
call
616-895-6873
or
616-690-3013

INTERNSHIPS
Looking for a place to live next
fall? Campus View Apartments
and Townhomes offers you the
closest off-campus housing for
a great price. Now leasing for
2007-2008. Stop by the leasing
office or call 616-895-6678

Job, Internships, & friendships.
Join the team that produces the
Grand Valley Lanthom and
lanthorn.com!

Southwest 2259 Meurs Court, 4
bedroom. 1 bath $850 per
month.
616-454-4098
or
www.concordproperties.net.

Lost something? Found some
thing? Get the word out. Go to
lanthom.com and click
“classifieds".

LOST & FOUND

Free Pregnancy Test
and Peer Counseling
^

| TANNING CENTER*;.
................................................

[
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$125.00 Apartment Rebate
300 Apartments & Rentals Online
Starting from $419 month

www.GoPromo.com
(800-520-2463)

/Ar /orrf/tt'M

Allendale (East) 895-9045
Allendale (West) 895-5177
Hudsonville 662-3907

I—OREVER SunJ=
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............................

One Month

One Month

UNLIMITED UNLIMITED95 iI
NO COPAY

$24.95

W/PURCHASE OF LOTION $1Q
RECEIVE ONE FREE UPGRADE 1

Limit one par customer Expires 10/16/06

Limit on* par custom* Expires 10/164)6 j

Who wants you
hired or rejected
based on
your skin color?
Accept the challenge.

791-4300

342 Wilson
Across from meijer

Go to

; La Pazzo Family.

MADNESS!

16’ 3 Topping
1 12* 1 Topping
I Breadsticks
I And Dessert

7

MJ i

FREQUENCY

CLASSIFIED RATES
DCAM.INIS:
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RaceF reeZone .com

-33* i

Shaved Ice • Shermans Ice Cream
Soft Serve • Pizza • Pasta • Grinders

(paid for by Rare Eire /nne.652 N. \daim.Owomo. Ml 4*1167)
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Carter added another 4.V yard
held goal m the second quarter
putting the Lakm up 22-7 at
halftime
The Laken would add two
mure touchdown* with passe* lo
Mitchell (13 yards) and senior Eric
Fowler (four yards).
WSU's touchdowns came
from Bell in the second and thud
quarters
GVSU senior running back
Astin Martin entered the game
with probable status alter leaving
Sept. 21 ’a game early with an ankle
injury Martin had 19 carries far
107 and no touchdown* Saturday
“He was good to go, we just
wanted to get a good mix of the
pass and the nrn," Chuck Martin
said of Axtin's condition during
game time.
Martin added his staff was
confident in calling whatever plays
they wanted to throughout the game
and did not feel any pressure from
the WSU defease to conform to a
certain game plan
The win shoves the Wamors
down to second place in the Great
Lakes Conference while the
Lakers sit at the top. knotted with
North wood University (5-0.5-0).
Next Saturday at 7 pm. the
Laken will host Mcayhunt
College, which has managed only
one conference win with an overall
record of 1 -4.

Sluga who struck the ball past
GVSU sophomore keeper Knstina
Nastumo.
“We didn't put ourselves in
good position to defend.” Dtlanni
said. “That's been a frustration of
ours in the past couple games, and
it’s something we can fix.”
GVSU statistically has been
a better second half team. Its fast
and ball control-based play style
w ean down opponents as the game
progresses, allowing its potent
offense to pick defenses apart
The team from Mervyhunt
ended that trend
With its second goal of the
contest just a minute and a half
into the second frame, it dashed
whatever
momentum GVSU
had managed to build during the

Football column
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the field. Bell was utilized
in frequent fashion because the
Lakers held WSU quarterback
Trent Mil to only eight
completions on 28 attempts PohJ
also threw fur a measly 65 yards
while the Lakers picked off three
of his passes
No. 4 is airing the ball out.
leaker quarterback Cullen Finnerty
only tossed fur 187 yards,
but those yards included four
touchdowns. When the Lakers'
passing game clicks on. there is

intermission
The Mercyhurst midfield earned
possession off a Nastumo punt and
played the ball forward to the feet
of GVSU junior defender Kourtney
Willett, who proceeded to make a
rare mistake.
Her attempt to clear the ball
found its way lo the feet of
Mervyhunt forward Sarah Powell,
who beat Nastumo on the resulting
breakaway
Powell added a third goal fur
guod measure in the 79th minute
Ddanni said fus team was
outworked
“I think they (Mervyhunt) came
out determined to prove a point.”
he added “We faced a team that
wanted it mure than us.”
The Laken did not have much
time to contemplate the loss with
a game versus another conference
opponent, Gannon University, on

Sunday
Dilanm said it is important fur
his team to rebound from the lots
and get back to its winning ways.
“It’s going to have to be a wakeup call or else we are going to be
in trouble fur the next five or six
games," he said. “We have to get a
split on this road tnp "
Results for Sunday's game were
not available as of press time, but
will appear in Thursdays edition of
the Grand Valley Lanthum.
This Friday and Sunday, the
Laken will be back in Allendale for
a pair of home conference games.
On Friday, the Laken square off
against the Univenity of Findlay
(1-7-1), and Sunday they will
collide with Ashland Univenity
(6-3-1). Ashland is undefeated in
conference play

no team in the land that can put a
stop to their stream of touchdowns.
Finnerty found his targets at all the
right times in the game
Part of the reason the Laken
shifted to the run-and-gun style
was because GVSU running back
Astin Martin was in action, though
he left the Sept. 21 game early
because of an ankle injury. All
week. Martin said he was ready
to play, but was not sure what the
athletic trainers had in mind for
him. He saw only 19 carries in the
game
The Laken moved to first place

in a tie with No. 14 Northwood
University (5-0), which disposed
of No. 12 Saginaw Valley State
Univenity Saturday As the season
progresses, these classic Laken
are going to continue to follow the
trend of past teams by w inning
the Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference.
The game for the No. 1 spot
in the conference will be Oct 21.
when the Laken face off against
Northwood. But until then, the
Laken will continue walking over
their opponents — a familiar sight.
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clubhouse, the Cubs do
not have a complete roster.
It is clear that the Kerry
Wood experiment has failed.
Years removed from the
20-strikeout, one-hitter of
his rookie season, Wood has
proven to be nothing but a
disappointment. Plagued
by injuries. Wood and Prior
were unable to meet the
expectations placed on them.
Also hurting the Cubs'
pitching staff was the trade
of Maddux before the 2006
trade deadline. Maddux is
40 years old and not the
pitcher he once was. but his
leadership in the clubhouse
and ability to throw long
innings filled the role of the
Tigers' Kenny Rogers.
One area the Cubs have
an edge on this year’s Tigers
is in star power. Chicago's
Derrek Lee is one of the
brightest stars in baseball,
challenging for the 2005
Triple Crown and Most
Valuable Player awards.
Aramis Ramirez is one of the
best-hitting third basemen

Golf
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Drury (147) and Florida
Southern
teammates
Jackie
Barenborg and Lindsey Bergeon.
tied at 148.
Additionally, the Laken traveled
to Findlay. Ohio this weekend
far the Findlay Invitational The
tournament marked the team's final
action of the fall Results for the
tournament were not available as
of press time, but will be available
in Thursday’s edition of the Grand
Valley Lanthorn
The Lakers had only one first

Depression
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still available
Some units include

Starting at $250 per person

all utilities

Washers & Dryers in every unit

Walk out townhouscs with patio
Less than 2 miles from campus

DSL available in ALL units!

Visit us on the web

@

GVTownhouses.com
I

Call 895-4001

p m. and from 11:30 a m.
to 1:30 p.m. in the Center
for Health Sciences and the
DeVos Center on the Pew
Campus.
Scapinello
said
the
screenings are a questionnaire
that students can fill out
in about 10 minutes, and
counselors will be on hand
to provide feedback based

in the National League and
gives the Cubs the type
of one-two punch in the
middle of the lineup that can
produce a lot of runs.
With the type of
foundation that Ramirez.
Lee and pitcher Carlos
Zambrano provide, the Cubs
have building blocks in
place to become a successful
franchise in 2007. Word out
of Boston is the Red Sox
may look to set up a deal
with Manny Ramirez, one of
the best hitters of the last 10
years. Since the Sammy Sosa
saga ended badly in Chicago,
the Cubs have lacked a
power-hitting outfielder to
compliment the strength of
its corner infielders.
Despite one of the worst
records in baseball, the Cubs
continue to sell out games.
Wrigley Field and its history
are more interesting to see
than the Cubs. Until fans
quit showing up to games
and force the Cubs to be
winners before offering
unconditional support, they
will continue to be lovable
losers instead of proud
winners.
place finish during the fall season,
which was on Sept. 4-5 when they
hosted the Laker Classic at their
home course. The team will return
to action in the spnng season while
training through the winter
The men's squad, after its
weekend at the Saginaw Valley
State Invitational, will continue its
season into October as it will take
part in the Great Lakes Conference
Championships held in Midland.
Mich. The Lakers will also resume
action in the spnng.
on their assessment. If a
student appears depressed or
at risk based on their scores,
counselors will offer options
for treatment, she said.
Additionally.
students
will have the opportunity to
enter a raffle to win prizes
such as a $40 gift certificate
for dinner and a movie,
as well as certificates for
smaller amounts to Campus
Dining and the University
Bookstore.

Want to Win An iPod?
Step Into the Future With Smiths Aerospace!
Smiths Aerospace, known for pushing the envelope with exciting new initiatives and special projects like the CCS for the Boeing 787, is a leading global provider of innovative solutions for civil
and military aircraft worldwide In addition to the Boeing 787, current projects in development include next generation technology for UAVs. Find out why Smiths is a great place to land an
engineering career

Electrical Engineering, Computer Engineering, and Computer Science Majors are encouraged to join us at:

Careers in the Commons
Thursday, October 5 • Beginning at 9:00 am • Commons of Downtown GVSU Campus

Or if you are unable to attend, please visit us at the:
West Michigan Careerfest
Thursday, October 19 • 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm • DeVos Place - Downtown Grand Rapids
Th# largest transatlantic aerospace equipment company with annual sales of $2 billion. Smiths Aerospace is constantly expanding our horizons and exploring new ways to lead the
industry into undiscovered areas of innovation Come meet our talented engineers and learn about careers in engineering and aerospace from one of Grand Rapids' premier employers
Opportunities include

Year Round Internship & Co-op Positions • Opportunities for New Grads
If you are unable to join us. please contact us to learn more about exciting opportunities at Smiths:
Smiths Aerospace
e-mail: techjobsOsmiths-aerospace com • www smithsjobs com
Smiths Aerospace is an Equal Opportunity Employer promoting diversity in the workplace We invite and encourage response from women, persons of color, veterans and disabled For security
reasons, most positions require applicants meet certain eligibility requirements, such as US citizenship.
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